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YOU WERE MADE FOR THIS
MOMENT

Courage for Today and Hope for Tomorrow

Max Lucado

* Also available:
You Were Made
for This Moment
Study Guide
(9780310136255)

Racial divides, political strife, uncertain futures, challenging times—is this the story of
Esther or the story of today? Thankfully, the promise of both then and now is this: our
God triumphs in troubled times, and we are invited to be a part of the victory.
In You Were Made for This Moment, pastor and New York Times bestselling author
Max Lucado takes a fresh, in-depth look into the story of Esther and uncovers hope for
tomorrow and courage for today.

September 28, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9781400231799
RELIGION / Christian Life /
Inspirational

Max will help readers dare to live faithfully by:
• Reclaiming their eternal identity
• Discovering their role in God’s story
• Putting their hope in the One who is already victorious
Max’s message for each reader: You don’t have to be undone by turbulent times; you
can be unleashed. You were made for this moment.
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami, Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as Teaching
Minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America’s bestselling inspirational
author with more than 140 million books in print.

THE CASE FOR HEAVEN

A Journalist Investigates Evidence for Life After Death
Lee Strobel
Bestselling and award-winning author Lee Strobel interviews experts about the evidence
for the afterlife and offers credible answers to the most provocative questions about
what happens when we die, near-death experiences, heaven, and hell.
We all want to know what awaits us on the other side of death, but is there any reliable
evidence that there is life after death? Investigative author Lee Strobel offers a lively
and compelling study into one of the most provocative topics of our day.

September 14, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
320 pages
9780310259190
RELIGION / Christian Life /
Spiritual Growth

Through fascinating conversations with respected scholars and experts--a neuroscientist
from Cambridge University, a researcher who analyzed a thousand accounts of
near-death experiences, and an atheist-turned-Christian-philosopher--Strobel offers
compelling reasons for why death is not the end of our existence but a transition to an
exciting world to come. Looking at biblical accounts, Strobel unfolds what awaits us
after we take our last breath and answers questions like:
• Is there an afterlife?
• What is heaven like?
• How will we spend our time there?
• And what does it mean to see God face to face?
With a balanced approach, Strobel examines the alternative of Hell and the logic of
damnation, and gives a careful look at reincarnation, universalism, the exclusivity claims
of Christ, and other issues related to the topic of life after death. With vulnerability,
Strobel shares the experience of how he nearly died years ago and how the reality of
death can shape our lives and faith.
Follow Strobel on this journey of discovery of the entirely credible, believable, and
exhilarating life to come.
Atheist-turned-Christian Lee Strobel, former award-winning legal editor of The Chicago
Tribune, is a New York Times bestselling author of more than forty books and curricula
that have sold fourteen million copies. He was described in the Washington Post as “one
of the evangelical community’s most popular apologists.” He currently leads the Lee
Strobel Center for Evangelism and Applied Apologetics at Colorado Christian University.
He and Leslie have been married forty-eight years. Visit him at LeeStrobel.com.
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WINNING THE WAR IN YOUR MIND

Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life
Craig Groeschel

Are your thoughts out of control--just like your life? Do you long to break free from the
spiral of destructive thinking? Let God’s truth become your battle plan to win the war in
your mind!
We’ve all tried to think our way out of bad habits and unhealthy thought patterns, only
to find ourselves stuck with an out-of-control mind and off-track daily life. Pastor and
New York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel understands deeply this daily battle
against self-doubt and negative thinking, and in this powerful new book he reveals the
strategies he’s discovered to change your mind and your life for the long-term.

February 16, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9780310362722
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Personal Growth

Drawing upon Scripture and the latest findings of brain science, Groeschel lays out four
practical and transformative strategies that will enable you to change your thinking and
transform your life:
• Remove the lies you believe and replace them with truth
• Rewire your brain and learn exercises to renew your mind
• Reframe your mind and restore a healthy perspective
• Revive your soul through prayer and praise and reclaim your life
God has something better for your life than your old ways of thinking. It’s time to change
your mind so God can change your life.
New York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel is the founding and senior pastor of
Life.Church, an innovative church meeting in multiple locations around the United States
and one of the largest churches in the world. He is the author of several books and hosts
the Craig Groeschel Leadership Podcast. He is the Summit Champion for the Global
Leadership Network, which reaches hundreds of thousands of leaders around the world
annually. Craig and his wife, Amy, live in Oklahoma. Visit craiggroeschel.com to connect
with Craig.

HOW DID I GET HERE?

Finding Your Way Back to God When Everything is Pulling You Away
Christine Caine
Bestselling author, speaker, and activist Christine Caine helps readers who are feeling
weary and like things somehow aren’t quite right to identify how they ended up where
they are and what they need to do to course-correct and anchor themselves in the only
One who does not change or shift with the currents.
We’ve all at some point looked up from the daily grind and realized we had somehow
drifted off course. Maybe we’ve been doing all the right Christian things and saying all the
right Christian words, but inside we know something is just a bit off. Like we’ve run out of
energy, vision, passion, and feel unable to move forward. The question we’re pondering
is not only How did I get here? but also What do I do now?

June 8, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
256 pages
9781400226566
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

In this new book, Caine meets us all in that place of weariness and uncertainty, sharing
her own journey of discovery with vulnerability, candor, and self-deprecating humor. She
lays out what she has learned about staying the course when you’re feeling untethered
and guides us each to
• learn the questions to ask about our relationships with God, with others, and with
our own hearts to stay continually anchored despite the world’s shifting currents;
• discover how to trust God more deeply by moving from a “what if?” kind of faith to
an “even if” kind of faith;
• identify nine signs we are drifting off course and learn how to reposition ourselves
to get back on track; and
• wrestle honestly with life’s hard questions so we can respond faithfully to all the
ways God answers, including the times when it feels like he doesn’t.
Christine offers up deeply personal stories, scriptural insights, and an eye-opening
admonition to start paying closer attention, helping us to stop drifting and start thriving as
we place our anchor on our unchanging, trustworthy God.
Christine Caine is an Australian-born, Greek-blooded lover of Jesus, activist, author,
and international speaker. Together with her husband, Nick, she founded the anti-human
trafficking organization, the A21 Campaign. They also founded Propel Women, an
organization designed to celebrate every woman’s passion, purpose, and potential.
Christine and Nick make their home in Southern California with their daughters,
Catherine and Sophia.
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DON’T GIVE THE ENEMY A
SEAT AT YOUR TABLE

It’s Time to Win the Battle of Your Mind...
Louie Giglio

* Also available:
Don’t Give the Enemy
a Seat at Your Table
Study Guide
(9780310134244)

Louie Giglio helps you find encouragement, hope, and strength in the midst of any valley
as you reject the enemy voices of fear, rage, lust, insecurity, anxiety, despair, temptation,
or defeat.
Scripture is clear: the Enemy is a liar who will stop at nothing to tempt you into poor decisions and self-defeating mindsets, making you feel afraid, angry, anxious, or defeated.
It is all too easy for Satan to weasel his way into a seat at the table intended for only you
and your King. But you can fight back.

May 11, 2021
$22.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
208 pages
9780785247227
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

Don’t Give the Enemy a Seat at Your Table outlines the ways to overcome those lies so
you can find peace and security in any challenging circumstance or situation. With the
same bold, exciting approach to Scripture as employed in Goliath Must Fall and his other
previous works, pastor Louie Giglio examines Psalm 23 in fresh ways, highlighting verse
5: “You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies.”
You can find freedom from insecurity, temptation, and defeat—if you allow Jesus, the
Shepherd, to lead the battle for your mind and heart. This spiritual warfare book for those
who are leery of spiritual warfare books will resonate with Louie’s core Passion tribe as
well as with Christians of all ages who want to live a triumphant life in God.
Louie Giglio is the pastor of Passion City Church and the original visionary of the Passion
movement, which exists to call a generation to leverage their lives for the fame of Jesus.
Since 1997, Passion has gathered collegiate-aged people at events across the US and
around the world in pursuit of living for God’s glory. In addition to the collegiate gatherings
of Passion Conferences, Louie and his wife, Shelley, lead the teams at Passion City
Church. Louie is the national bestselling author of Not Forsaken, Goliath Must Fall, How
Great Is Our God, Indescribable, The Comeback, The Air I Breathe, and I Am Not But I
Know I Am. Louie and Shelley make their home in Atlanta, Georgia.

WHO SAYS I CAN’T

The Astonishing Story of a Fearless Life
Rob Mendez
On paper, Coach Rob Mendez sounds like any other football coach on any other field
across America: passionate, authoritative, knowledgeable. But he’s unlike any other
coach you know--in fact, he’s probably unlike any other person you know.
Born with an extraordinarily rare condition called tetra-Amelia syndrome, Rob has no
arms or legs. He moves with the assistance of a custom-made, motorized wheelchair
that he operates with his back and shoulders.
Many people look at Rob and see limitation, yet Rob sees opportunity: Opportunity to
pursue his passion for football. Opportunity to change the way people perceive physical
disability. Opportunity to serve as a role model for the hundreds of kids he’s coached
over the years.
September 7, 2021
$27.99
Jacketed Hardcover
272 pages
9780785239406
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal
Memoirs

Told with both humor and frankness, Who Says I Can’t? takes readers on Rob’s incredible
journey, from his birth to loving parents who wanted to afford him every chance for
happiness, to the emotional and physical hurdles he faced while seeking independence,
to receiving the Jimmy V Award for Perseverance at the ESPY Awards in 2020.
Each day, Coach Rob rolls onto the field and shows his players that dreams are
achievable when you show up, do the work, and believe in yourself. And after reading
this book you, too, will believe that anything is possible.
Coach Rob Mendez has been a fixture on the Bay Area high school football coaching
scene for more than a dozen years and is currently the head junior varsity coach at
Prospect High School in Saratoga, California, where he also works as a teacher’s
aide. A busy and accomplished motivational speaker, as well as a successful coach,
Rob has been the subject of dozens of profiles in national media, as well as the ESPN
documentary short feature, Who Says I Can’t? The film was nominated for a 2019 Emmy
Award and was entered in the Tribeca Film Festival. In the summer of 2019, Rob was
named the winner of the Jimmy V Award for Perseverance at the ESPY Awards. After
more than thirty years, he continues to beat the odds and serve as an inspiration for
people worldwide who face adversity.
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PERSON OF INTEREST

Why Jesus Still Matters in a World that Rejects
the Bible
J. Warner Wallace

* Also available:
Person of Interest
Study Guide
(9780310111344)

Imagine investigating a murder in which there was no crime scene, no physical evidence,
and no victim’s body. How would you identify a person of interest in such a case?
Dateline featured cold-case detective and best-selling author, J. Warner Wallace, has
investigated a number of these “no body missing person” cases and has successfully
identified and convicted the killers, even without the victim’s body or evidence from the
crime scene.

September 7, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
256 pages
9780310111276
RELIGION / Christian
Theology / Apologetics

Can the historicity of Jesus be investigated in the same way? Can the truth about Jesus
be uncovered even without a body or a crime scene? In Person of Interest, Wallace
describes his own personal investigative journey from atheism to Christianity, as he
employs a unique investigative strategy to confirm the historicity and deity of Jesus-without relying on the New Testament manuscripts.
Imagining a scenario in which every New Testament document has been destroyed,
Wallace carefully sifts through the evidence from history alone to reconstruct the identity
of Jesus as the world’s most important person of interest.
Person of Interest will:
• Invite readers into the life of a cold-case detective as he uncovers the truth about
Jesus, using the same approach he also employs to solve a real murder case
• Teach readers how to become good detectives, using an innovative and unique
“’fuse’ and ‘fallout’” investigative strategy they can also use to examine other claims
of history
• Help readers to explore common objections to Christianity
Concrete, compelling, and unique in its approach, Person of Interest will strengthen the
faith of believers, while engaging those who are skeptical and distrusting of the New
Testament.
J. Warner Wallace is a Dateline-featured homicide detective, popular national speaker,
and best-selling author. Relying on over two decades of investigative experience,
Wallace provides the tools needed to investigate the claims of Christianity and make a
convincing case for the truth of the Christian worldview.

TAKE BACK YOUR FAMILY

From the Tyrants of Burnout, Busyness, Individualism, and the
Nuclear Ideal
Jefferson Bethke
New York Times bestselling author Jefferson Bethke delivers a powerful critique of the
nuclear family ideal and calls for a sweeping new paradigm that brings not only longedfor stability but also radical blessings to the world.
The West’s multi-century experiment with the nuclear family has failed. Its toxic hyperindividualism has left us with an unprecedented number of broken homes and rampant
confusion over what a family is supposed to be. Jefferson Bethke delivers the solution
we’ve been seeking: a plan for taking back our families from the modern myth that
has derailed us and a vision for returning to the life-giving, biblical model of multigenerational teams.

September 7, 2021
$27.99
Jacketed Hardcover
256 pages
9781400221769
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Family & Relationships

In Take Back Your Family, Bethke uncovers the historic events that led to our obsession
with the nuclear family, then exposes the devastating effects of our current “me culture.”
Now, writing from the visceral perspective of a father with three young children, he
shares the values and strategies he and his family lean on in their quest to live as a
community bonded by a shared mission, committed to mutually growing and thriving
together. By returning to God’s original design for families on earth, he says, we can
participate in the kingdom work that restores and fulfills our innermost desires for
connection, contentment, and meaning.
Jefferson Bethke is the New York Times bestselling author of Jesus > Religion and
It’s Not What You Think. He and his wife, Alyssa, host The Real Life Podcast and run
FamilyTeams.com, an online initiative equipping families to live as a multi-generational
team on mission. They live in Maui with their daughters, Kinsley and Lucy, and son,
Kannon. To say hi or to learn more, go to http://jeffandalyssa.com.
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MORE THAN A HEALER

Not the Jesus You Want, but the Jesus You Need
Costi W. Hinn
Find hope that lasts beyond earthly pain and spiritual encouragement to lead you into
a deep relationship with the Healer himself.
Our hearts, our bodies, and our world are desperate for healing. Whether we are
experiencing physical, emotional, or financial brokenness, we rightfully look to Jesus
to perform a masterful restoration. But how does healing fit into God’s will, especially
when God doesn’t heal? And how do we catch ourselves from slipping into the trap of
seeking God for what he can do for us, and not for who he really is?
Author, pastor, and frequently sought speaker Costi Hinn provides clarity through
thoughtful answers and biblical truths about Jesus and his healing ministry. Growing
up immersed in one of the world’s leading prosperity dynasties, Costi witnessed the
tragedy of people chasing after healing more than the Healer. And now he shares with
others the true power and hope that comes from a genuine relationship with God.
September 28, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310362869
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

With captivating stories--beginning with the vivid memory of the night he discovered
his son’s cancer diagnosis--Costi empathetically unpacks the layered feelings and
questions we have about God and his healing power and provides practical principles
for growing close to Jesus. With gentle clarity and biblical wisdom, Costi explains how
to pray for healing while submitting to God’s sovereignty, navigate tough conversations
about the topic, and hold on to faith even in the most painful trials.
More than chasing after the Jesus we want, this hopeful and encouraging book will
guide us to discovering the Jesus we truly need.
Costi W. Hinn is a pastor whose passion is to preach the gospel and serve the church.
He holds degrees from Dallas Baptist University and Midwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary and provides ministry resources on numerous topics at forthegospel.org.
Costi and his wife have four children.

LIVING WITH CONFIDENCE IN A CHAOTIC WORLD

Certain Hope In Uncertain Times -- Updated Edition
David Jeremiah

New York Times bestselling author, Dr. David Jeremiah updates his classic book, Living with Confidence in a Chaotic World, offering biblically based, practical instruction
for living a confident life in a world filled with chaos and crisis.
“Let not your heart be troubled . . .”
Confidence can be hard to come by these days. People are losing their jobs, their
houses, and their life savings at an unprecedented rate. Violence, natural disasters,
and moral depravity seem to be skyrocketing. In the midst of all this chaos, we need to
know . . . what on earth should we do now?

March 30, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
9780785250937
RELIGION / Christian Living /
General

David Jeremiah brings a message of hope and confidence from the priceless counsel
of the Word of God. He answers our most urgent questions, including:
• How can we weather this storm with a calm heart?
• What does it truly mean to “wait on the Lord”?
• What is Jesus saying to our chaotic world today?
• How on earth did we get into this mess?
• Can we take a broken world and rebuild it into something fruitful?
Living with Confidence in a Chaotic World shows us all that with the power and love of
Almighty God, we can live with confidence in this age of turmoil.
Dr. David Jeremiah serves as senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community
Church in El Cajon, California. He is the founder and host of Turning Point, a ministry
committed to providing Christians with sound Bible teaching relevant to today’s
changing times through radio and television, the Internet, live events, and resource
materials and books. A bestselling author, Dr. Jeremiah has written more than forty
books. Dr. Jeremiah’s commitment to teaching the complete Word of God continues
to make him a sought-after speaker and writer. His passion for reaching the lost and
encouraging believers in their faith is demonstrated through his faithful communication
of biblical truths. Connect with Dr. Jeremiah on Facebook (@drdavidjeremiah), Twitter
(@davidjeremiah), and on his website (davidjeremiah.org).
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FIT FOR PURPOSE

Dr. Richard Pile

As a society we have never had so much advantage and yet been so disadvantaged by
this very same society which we have built for ourselves, by ignoring our basic needs
when it comes to sleep, nutrition, movement, relaxation, relationships and purpose in
life. We face a rising tide of physical health problems, such as obesity and diabetes, and
mental health issues such as loneliness and depression.
Our medical model is a broken, disease-based one which is not fit to meet our needs,
particularly when it comes to preventing health and wellbeing problems. Just as secular
society is often guilty of dualism when it comes to wellbeing, focusing on the physical
but ignoring the spiritual, the faith community may make the same mistake in reverse,
focusing on the spiritual whilst ignoring the physical. We need to combine all these
different aspects to enjoy true wellbeing and a satisfying life.

April 27, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
288 pages
9780310124740
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT /
Inspirational & Personal
Growth

The book explores what it means to be fit for purpose in life: physically, mentally and
spiritually. It describes the problems we face, both individually and as communities, and
succinctly summarizes the evidence for the key factors that determine our wellbeing.
It lays down a challenge to avoid treating physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing as
separate.
Using knowledge and experience of the worlds of medicine, behavioral change
and Christian faith, Dr. Pile presents real life case studies and provides practical
recommendations for making changes whether for ourselves, our faith community or
wider society.
Richard Pile is a GP with over twenty years of medical experience. Raised in
Manchester, he went to medical school in Nottingham and completed his GP training
in Oxfordshire. He specialises in cardiology and lifestyle medicine. He is involved in
training, appraising and supporting other doctors and commissions health services. As a
result of his professional and personal life experience, Richard is a passionate advocate
of lifestyle medicine. He believes that our conventional medical model is disease-based
and broken. He advocates a health-based model which offers us the chance to take
control of and improve our lives. A blogger and podcaster, he has also been published
in the British Medical Journal and national media. He also presents at conferences on
the subject of wellbeing and lifestyle medicine.

BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE

18 Golden Lessons from a Father to His Son
Jack Nicklaus II and Don Yaeger
Jack Nicklaus II shares stories, insights, and lessons he’s learned from his father, the
“Golden Bear,” that will delight golf fans of all ages, encourage fathers, and inspire
readers to focus on what’s most important in life: family.
Best Seat in the House, written with New York Times bestselling author Don Yaeger,
gives us eighteen valuable lessons that Jack Nicklaus II learned from his father, PGA
champion Jack Nicklaus. Although the “Golden Bear,” as he is known by fans, is
widely regarded as the best golfer of all time, with a record number of PGA major
championships, his life and values show that true legacy lives on through your children,
grandchildren, and others we are blessed to call family and friends.

May 18, 2021
$25.99
Jacketed Hardcover
224 pages
9780785248361
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS /
Parenting / Fatherhood

For the first time, the public is given the opportunity to see what made Jack Nicklaus
an off-course success, including
• how he and his wife, Barbara, fashioned fifty-plus years of marriage, understanding
that they both had to give of themselves “at least 85 percent of the time”
• the importance of having boundaries and limits that the whole family agrees on
• how Nicklaus taught his son Jack, who worked as his caddie for several years, to
value his competitors and treat them as he would hope to be treated
• the need to be connected to what we’ll leave behind: our legacies
Jack Nicklaus II currently serves as president of Nicklaus Design and vice-chairman
of Nicklaus Company, and is the first of five children born to Jack and Barbara
Nicklaus. A three-sport letterman in high school, Jack II went on to the University of
North Carolina, where he played on the golf team. He had a brief career in professional
golf, playing several years as a member of tours in Australia, Asia, Canada, and in
the European Tour. Jack’s career was cut short by rickettsioses, a tick-born sickness,
but that directed him toward golf-course design, where he has been recognized by
selection into the prestigious American Society of Golf Course Architects. He works
as both a solo designer and as a collaborator with his father and has designed nearly
fifty golf courses that are open for play today. He serves on the board of directors for
Nicklaus Children’s Healthcare Foundation. Jack is married to Allison (Alli) and is the
father of five—Jack, Christie, Charlie, Casey, and Will.
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IT IS WHAT YOU MAKE OF IT

Creating Something Great from What You’ve Been Given
Justin McRoberts
Justin McRoberts dares you to move beyond “it is what it is” thinking and become an
agent of love and redemption in your household, neighborhood, and workplace.
“It is what it is”—a common phrase you hear and maybe even say yourself. But the truth
is that there is not one square inch in the whole domain of our human existence that
simply is what it is. Justin McRoberts invites you to embrace a new mindset: it is what
you make of it.
With warmth, wisdom, and humor, McRoberts shares key moments from his twentyplus years as an artist, church planter, pastor, singer-songwriter, author, neighbor, and
father, passing on lessons and practices learned about making something good from
what you’ve been given rather than simply accepting things as they are.

June 1, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
9780785239802
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Inspirational

Thought-provoking but actionable, It Is What You Make of It declares that love doesn’t
just win, mercy doesn’t just triumph, and light doesn’t just cast out shadow. Rather, such
renewal requires the work of human hands and hearts committed to a vision of a world
made right (or at least a little better). When we partner with God in these endeavors, we
love the world well and honor the Creator in whose image we are made.
We will not be remembered for who our parents were or where we were born or what
our socioeconomic circumstances were. We won’t be remembered for our natural talents
and strengths or the opportunities we were given or the challenges we faced. In the end,
each of us will be remembered for what we made with what we were given.
Justin McRoberts lives in the Oakland–San Francisco Bay Area with his wife, Amy, and
two children. He is the author of four books, including Prayer: 40 Days of Practice and
May It Be So: 40 Days with the Lord’s Prayer. Justin’s sixteen albums and EPs have
gained him a faithful audience among listeners nationwide since 1999. Justin leans on
his over twenty years in the arts and ministry to mentor and coach artists and pastors
in person as well as over video calls. Justin regularly travels to speak at churches and
colleges, as well as leads retreats for ministry staff, college students, and young adults.

THE ROAD TO ROSES

Heartbreak, Hope, and Finding Strength When Life Doesn’t Go as Planned
Desiree Hartsock Siegfried with Autumn Krause
When Desiree Hartsock was offered the opportunity to star on The Bachelorette, she
thought she was finally getting the life she always longed for. Yet her reality TV dreams
gave way to rough roads of unexpected twists, public scrutiny, and rejection. Now for the
first time, Desiree tells all in this rivetingly honest book about how she found her resilience
and love after all--and you can too.
Desiree Hartsock was living paycheck to paycheck and freshly--not to mention painfully-single when she first stepped onto the set of The Bachelor. Then when she was selected to
star as The Bachelorette, she thought surely this turn of events promised a second chance.

June 1, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
224 pages
9780310361947
PERFORMING ARTS /
Television / Genres / Reality,
Game Shows & Talk Shows

Yet Desiree’s debut on the world stage also meant facing the critics, as viewers judged
her every word and action. She was devastated when Brooks broke up with her on live
television, and the camera zoomed in on her humiliation. But what the world didn’t see was
the comeback journey that followed. The Road to Roses reveals:
• The behind-the-scenes scoop of what it’s really like to be on the ever-popular franchise
• The mindset changes that kept Desiree open to love and trust even after heartbreak,
that ultimately led her to choosing her husband
• And the off-camera journey of the lessons Desiree learned, like how to always fail
forward, stay true to yourself, and trusting that despite the external pressures, God
loves us just as we are.
For anyone who is looking at the pieces of their lives and losing hope that they can be
put back together again, The Road to Roses offers an authentic guide for finding your
grit to keep going and make yourself proud no matter what pressures you face. Whether
your heart has been broken, your dream has been put on hold, or your character is under
pressure, following Desiree’s journey will give you courage to stay strong in your own.
The world met Desiree Hartsock Siegfried as an ABC Bachelor contestant and star
of Season 9 of ABC’s The Bachelorette and quickly fell in love with this down-to-earth
girl looking for love. But those shows were really only the beginning of her journey that
led her to marrying her husband who she met on the show, becoming a mother of two
boys, creating her Desiree Hartsock Bridal line, and launching The Heart of Purpose
podcast. Desiree lives life in Oregon with her family and you can connect with her at
DesireeSiegfried.com.
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THE SCANDAL OF FORGIVENESS

Grace Put to the Test
Philip Yancey

*Abridgement of What’s
So Amazing About Grace

Containing new material written just for this book and adaptations from his classic,
What’s So Amazing About Grace, bestselling author Philip Yancey presents a one of
a kind look at forgiveness: what it is . . . why it is so difficult . . why we have to choose
this unnatural, scandalous act . . . and why we must approach God again and again,
yielding to Him the residue of what we thought we had committed to him long ago.

June 1, 2021
$14.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
160 pages
9780310120087
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Inspirational

We do so because the Gospel makes clear the connection: God forgives our debts as
we forgive our debtors. The reverse is also true: Only by living in the stream of God’s
forgiveness will we find the strength to respond with forgiveness toward others. We
may speak of forgiveness often, even believing that we are a forgiving person, but do
we understand the true depth of it and what it demands of us? Does our life proclaim it
as powerfully as our words? We should have no illusions about forgiveness, for it may
be the most demanding act in human relationships, the hardest thing we ever do. But
for anyone who lives and loves imperfectly--in other words, for all of us--forgiveness
offers an alternative to an endless cycle of resentment and revenge. It alone can set
us free.
Christians can and must reveal the forgiveness the world is searching for. A cease fire
between human being starts with forgiveness--the beginning and ending of grace.
Philip Yancey serves as editor-at-large for Christianity Today magazine. He has written
thirteen Gold Medallion Award-winning books and won two ECPA Book of the Year
awards for What’s So Amazing About Grace? and The Jesus I Never Knew. Four of his
books have sold over one million copies. Yancey lives with his wife in Colorado. Learn
more at philipyancey.com

GOD IS YOUR DEFENDER

Learning to Stand After Life Has Knocked You Down
Rosie Rivera
Businesswoman and television personality Rosie Rivera shares how to lean on God
as defender in the midst of life’s hurts and wounds while also grappling with the strong
desire for justice and retaliation.
Revenge is one of our deepest instincts. When we have been hurt or when something has
been stolen from us, whether that be our innocence or our good name or a loved one, the
desire to retaliate is irresistible. But is it the right response of a follower of Jesus? Rosie
Rivera has walked in this tension, a sojourner in the search for healing and wholeness in
the light of horrific wrongs. She has wrestled the desire to defend herself, her reputation,
and her family while also wanting to let God be her Defender.

June 8, 2021
$28.99
Jacketed Hardcover
288 pages
9780785237723
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Cultural,
Ethnic & Regional / Hispanic &
Latino

God Is Your Defender is about understanding the motives behind your thoughts and
behaviors toward those who have wronged you. It is about the conditions you might have
put on forgiveness. It is about fighting the urge to take over instead of trusting God. It
is about learning how to truly rest in the Lord as the One who defends you and actively
abiding in his peace.
Backed by biblical examples and personal stories, Rosie guides you to a place of healing
as you learn the difference between a heart of advocacy and a vengeful spirit, stop
the self-destructive cycle of an unresolved revenge, discern effectively when to take a
righteous stand and when to stand back and let God defend, and experience how to
exchange an “eye for an eye” mentality to an “I for an I” by exchanging “I am hurt” for “I
am healing.”
God Is Your Defender equips you to respond to hurtful situations, from the most minor to
some of the most difficult, from a place of empowerment and peace.
Rosie Rivera is an author, entrepreneur, and the testamentary executor of Jenni Rivera
Enterprises, as well as an international speaker, author and an influential public figure.
Rosie uses her platform to lift up, motivate, and give hope to sexual abuse victims as
a survivor and counselor. Rosie has co-hosted the top Spanish morning shows such
as Despierta America and Un Nuevo Dia. Rosie has participated and starred in reality
shows such as I Love Jenni, The Riveras, Mira Quien Baila, and Rica Famosa Latina
currently on Netflix. Rosie is happily married to worshiper Abel Flores. The couple live
in Lakewood, California, where they raise their three children Kassey, Sammy, and Eli.
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PRAYING THE SCRIPTURES FOR YOUR LIFE

31 Days of Abiding in the Presence, Provision, and Power of God
Jodie Berndt

Taking you on a 31-day journey rooted in Christ’s words in John 15, Praying the Scriptures
for Your Life will help you find guidance and peace as you pray through life’s trickiest
issues, from relationships to finances to what to do with the pain of unanswered prayer.
Discover how Scripture can be experienced, not just read!
In one of his last conversations with his disciples, Jesus urged his followers to “remain” in
him. But what does it mean to remain in Christ in our daily lives? In Praying the Scriptures
for Your Life, popular Bible teacher Jodie Berndt invites you to experience deeper intimacy
with Christ as you allow his words from John 15 to transform your perspective as well as
your prayers.

June 8, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310361602
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

This reflective 31-day devotional:
• Gives insight into what it means to abide with Christ every day.
• Guides you in how to pray the Scriptures and let them shape your choices.
• Covers topics ranging from relationships to faith to money management.
• Shows how closeness with Christ equips you to bear fruit through your prayers.
• Is a reminder that you are created for connection with your heavenly Father.
• Teaches how abiding is the key to abundance.
Praying the Scriptures for Your Life is the latest addition to the bestselling Praying the
Scriptures series. With short, easy-to-read chapters, the book invites you to read, reflect,
and respond as you pray the Scriptures over every area of your life. Discover the peace
that comes from abiding in Christ as you sink deep into his Word.
Jodie Berndt has written nine books, including the bestselling Praying the Scriptures
series for Children, Teens, and Adult Children. A nationally known speaker and Bible
teacher, Jodie has been featured on programs like Focus on the Family, The 700 Club,
and a host of popular podcasts, and she has written for media outlets such as Fox News,
Club31Women, and the Proverbs 31 Daily Devotional. Find Jodie’s blogs, videos, and
printable prayer resources at jodieberndt.com. She and her husband, Robbie, have four
adult children. They live in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

BREAKING FREE FROM BODY SHAME

Dare to Reclaim What God Has Named Good
Jess Connolly

You were made for more than a love/hate relationship with your body.
It’s one thing to know in your head that you were created in the image of God. Yet it’s
quite another to experience this belief in your body, against the cultural ideals of a woman’s worth. And between the two lies a world of frustration, disappointment, and the
shame of somehow feeling both too much and never enough in your body.
Jess Connolly is a bestselling author, sought-after speaker, and trusted Bible teacher
who knows this inner conflict all too well, and this book details her journey--and yours-of setting out to discover how to break free from the broken beliefs we all hold about our
bodies that hold us back from our fullest life.

June 22, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310352464
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Women’s Interests

The truest thing about you is that you are made and loved by God. And the truest thing
about Him is that He cannot make bad things. This book will help you believe it with
your whole self, as Jess guides you through an eye-opening, empowering process of:
• Renaming what the world has labeled as less-than
• Resting in God’s workmanship
• Experiencing restoration where there has been injury
• And becoming a change agent in partnering with God to bring revival to a generation of women
Far from a superficial issue, self-image is a spiritual issue, because God has named
your body good from the beginning. Whether your struggle is with eating and exercise
habits, stress or trauma, infertility or injury, this book makes space for you to experience
God meeting you in this tender place, and ring His freedom bell over your body in a
whole new way.
Jess Connolly is a gal who wants to leave her generation more in awe of God that she
found it. She is the author of several books, including You Are the Girl for the Job and
coauthor of Wild and Free. She is founder of Go + Tell Gals and helped start She Reads
Truth. She and her husband planted Bright City Church in Charleston, South Carolina,
where they live with their four children. She blogs at jessconnolly.com.
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CHASING FAILURE

How Falling Short Sets You Up for Success
Ryan Leak
By blending personal stories, inspirational anecdotes, riveting psychology, get-up-andgo encouragement, and just plain practical step-by-step advice, Ryan Leak shows how
chasing failure just may be the quickest way to success.
We all have something we’d love to do, but often our fear of failure outweighs the
potential of our destiny. But what if we found out that failure could actually help us
succeed? Through Ryan Leak’s journey of chasing the girl of his dreams to his NBA
fantasy and his encounter with five-time NBA champion Kobe Bryant, Chasing Failure
helps us remove every excuse for not pursuing the life we want to live.

June 22, 2021
$24.99
Jacket Hardcover
224 pages
9780785261605
SELF-HELP / Motivational &
Inspirational

In this book Ryan also talks about the science behind why people are afraid to fail,
mixing in real-life stories and adding practical steps to help us intentionally chase failure.
As he says, “God promises to be with you always, even through the failure.” This book
is for the dreamers who have been afraid to move—and even those who have been
afraid to dream. Ultimately, Chasing Failure will help us build confidence in what God
has called us to do.
As a motivational speaker, whether addressing people in corporations, churches, or
youth events, Ryan has a message of hope: failure is right around the corner, so be
brave enough to chase it! The good life is on the other side.
Ryan Leak is an author, speaker, executive coach, and filmmaker. He’s known for two
documentaries: The Surprise Wedding and Chasing Failure. The son of a preacher
man, Ryan grew up in the church with a marketplace passion. Today, Ryan splits his
time between speaking in churches and doing executive coaching and speaking in
Corporate America through his company The Ryan Leak Group, LLC. Ryan has a
unique church position in that he is on the teaching team of five megachurches. He
rotates speaking at each of them seven to eight times a year. He regularly teaches
48,000 people between those five churches. Ryan does about 120 events each year
reaching 200,000 people and trains approximately 15,000 leaders. Ryan and his wife,
Amanda, reside in Dallas, Texas, with their two children, Jaxson and Roman.

EVERY LITTLE WIN

How Celebrating Small Victories Can Lead to Big Joy
Todd and Brooke Tilghman with Tricia Goyer
What does a forty-two-year-old, small-town pastor do when he wins one of the most
popular singing competitions in the world? Todd Tilghman and his wife, Brooke, share
how decades of unrelenting challenges have taught them a joyful mindset of embracing
not only winning The Voice but also “every little win” along the way.
When Todd Tilghman, pastor and father of eight from Meridian, Mississippi, auditioned for
The Voice,he counted it as a win simply to sing in front of an audience other than family
and church members. Despite no music or vocal training, he not only made it through the
blind audition--with all four celebrity judges vying to coach him--he also won the show’s
entire eighteenth season. Fans were drawn to Todd’s tremendous joy on stage, giving
them much-needed inspiration during the hard challenges of a global pandemic.

June 22, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9781400229109
BIOGRAPHY &
AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Entertainment & Performing
Arts

In their first book, Todd and Brooke share how their focus on joy and celebrating every
little win has helped them to overcome numerous challenges over their twenty-plus-year
marriage. From adopting two children from South Korea to fighting for their newborn
son’s life to pastoring a small congregation through periods of adversity, Todd and
Brooke share the lessons they’ve learned and the strategies that have moved them from
fear to faith to ever-present joy.
Todd Tilghman is the pastor of Cornerstone Church in Meridian, Mississippi, where
he and his wife, Brooke, live with their eight children. He has the distinction of being
the oldest winner, at age forty-two, in The Voice’s history. Tilghman has been singing in
church since he was eight years old, and he is currently writing and recording songs for
his first album, to be released in 2021.
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STILL BREATHING

100 Black Voices on Racism--100 Ways to Change the Narrative
Suzette Llewelyn & Suzanne Packer, joined by 98 contributors
“I’m empowered, exhausted, devastated, and exhilarated in equal measure.”
A young woman in Britain today describes her feelings about the protests following the
murder of George Floyd. Searching her own experience, sisters and brothers across
Britain and her borders, share the same emotions. How has each been jolted by racism
and Empire across Britain?
Many years ago, night fell on a five-year-old aspiring actress. One dream, one hope,
she kept breathing. Yet she knew the world thought her ugly because the system did not
value her brown skin. A descendant of generations of Britons, who have encountered
racism, she kept breathing. The girl thought of her Caribbean ancestors, who not only
survived but also formed a rich culture from the torture that was their world.

June 29, 2021
$25.99
Jacketed Hardcover
288 pages
9780310126737
SOCIAL SCIENCE /
Discrimination

Alongside this narrative, ninety-nine others join the chorus. Following a cast of 100 voices across Britain and gathering strength from the wider Pan African community, this
legacy book reveals both hopes and frustrations. Whether actress, poet, shopkeeper,
Member of Parliament, Dame, or doctor, each voice sets up a hopeful new conversation
about racism in Britain. Each lived experience adds to a colourful tapestry of optimism so
future generations can pause, take stock and keep breathing.
Suzette Llewellyn is an English actress, known for her roles as Sister Cheryl Patching
on Surgical Spirit, Estelle Vere on Doctors and Sheree Trueman on EastEnders, one of
the UK’s most watched television shows. Llewellyn made her professional acting debut
as Sharon in the 1984 television film Stars of the Roller State Disco. She then made
guest appearances in television series such as Black Silk, Rockliffe, The New Statesman, Screen One and Runaway Bay. From 1989 to 1995, Llewellyn starred in the ITV
sitcom Surgical Spirit as Sister Cheryl Patching.
Suzanne Packer born in Cardiff, South Wales, UK as Suzanne Jackson. She is an actress and director, known for Casualty (1986), Casualty @ Holby City (2005) and Holby
City (1999). She was previously married to Jesse Newman.

AGENT YOU

Show Up, Do the Work, and Succeed on Your Own Terms
Nicole Lynn
What does it take to achieve your personal and professional goals? When is the right
time to take calculated risks, and how do you prepare for the moment when opportunity
presents itself?
If anyone knows what it takes to earn a seat at the table, it’s Nicole Lynn. The first
Black female agent to represent a top three NFL draft pick, Nicole worked her way from
childhood poverty to become a Wall Street financial analyst, then attorney, and now top
agent to elite athletes and entertainers.
In a male-dominated profession, the extraordinary success of a young woman of color
was earned through a combination of hard work, preparation, self-advocacy, tenacity,
and faith.
July 13, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
256 pages
9780785238041
SELF-HELP / Personal
Growth / Success

Agent You shares Nicole’s key strategies for creating a plan and executing it, even in
the face of self-doubt and external obstacles, including how to
• discover and stay focused on your purpose,
• develop your personal brand and advocate for yourself,
• prepare for big opportunities, and
• manage the workload and still prioritize self-care.
Everyone can own their success story, no matter life’s challenges--and Nicole believes
you are your best agent.
Former Wall Street executive turned attorney and elite sports agent, Nicole Lynn
became the first female agent hired at a top NFL agency, PlayersRep, and signed
her first player within three months at only twenty-six years old. Nicole then moved to
Houston, Texas, and began working for one of the world’s top twenty law firms, while
continuing to add entertainers and professional athletes to her roster. Today Nicole’s
incredible business savvy and strong will to succeed has led her to make history as the
first Black female agent to represent a top three NFL draft pick. Her extensive client list
includes over a dozen NFL players, an ESPY-nominated softball star, Olympians, and
the youngest female rapper to secure a major record deal.
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JESUS UNLEASHED

A New Vision of the Bold Confrontations of Christ
and Why They Matter
John F. MacArthur

*Abridgement of The
Jesus You Can’t Ignore

Walk through the gospel records of the “bold confrontations” of Jesus and discover how
to use your newfound knowledge of the person of Jesus to defend the biblical truth of
the Christian faith.
Do you have any idea who Jesus really is?
“What you think of Jesus Christ will thoroughly color how you think about everything
else,” writes John MacArthur. This is a critical truth in the life of every believer. Your view
of Jesus affects the way you view God, the world, and every one of your decisions.

July 13, 2021
$14.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
160 pages
9780785242970
RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
New Testament / Jesus, the
Gospels & Acts

These days, Jesus is often portrayed as a pacifist, a philanthropist, or a docile teacher.
He strikes a plastic—and sometimes pathetic—pose in the minds of many. Some prefer
the meek and mild Jesus who heals the sick, calms fears, and speaks of peace and
goodwill. These things do represent a portion of the Messiah. But tragically, too many
have never been exposed to the rest of him. They have never seen a full 360-degree
view of the Savior. His boldness in the face of confrontation and why that matters. Until
now.
Abridged from his classic bestseller, The Jesus You Can’t Ignore, Jesus Unleashed
takes a revealing walk through the gospel records. Like an investigative journalist on a
mission, author and teacher John MacArthur shows you a remarkable and compelling
picture of Jesus unleashed.
John MacArthur has served as pastor-teacher of Grace Community Church in Sun
Valley, California, since 1969. His ministry of expository preaching is unparalleled in its
breadth and influence. In more than five decades of ministry from the same pulpit, he has
preached verse by verse through the entire New Testament and several key sections
of the Old Testament. He is Chancellor of the Master’s University and Seminary, and
can be heard daily on the Grace to You radio broadcast (carried on hundreds of radio
stations worldwide). He has authored numerous bestselling books, including Twelve
Ordinary Men and One Perfect Life. For more details about John MacArthur and his
Bible-teaching resources, contact Grace to You at 800-55-GRACE or gty.org.

OVER IT

How to Face Life’s Hurdles with Grit, Hustle, and Grace
Lolo Jones
Three-time Olympian Lolo Jones delivers a tough yet inspiring look into the strategies
she has used to overcome immense obstacles on her way to becoming the number-one
women’s hurdler in the world.
Not always a confident athlete, Lolo Jones’s path to becoming a World Champion
and Olympian began in childhood with a single mother who worked multiple jobs to
support a family of six while her father was serving time in prison. This instilled an
overcomer’s mindset that gave her the strength she needed to rise above an unstable
and impoverished background, earn an economics degree at LSU, and then to establish
herself as the best women’s hurdler in the world.

July 20, 2021
$24.99
Jacketed Hardcover
208 pages
9781400224197
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Personal Growth

In Over It, Jones delivers a high-octane dose of no-BS encouragement, storytelling,
humor, and practicality that exposes the obstacles that too often hold us back. With the
same pluck and boldness that defines Jones in her life and career, she teaches readers
how to face their challenges head-on and keep working to overcome them with strength
(and joy--if they’re willing to work really, really hard). Because even when the obstacles
are large and we feel frustrated, overwhelmed, and ready to quit, we’ve got to keep
fighting--full force, full speed. We’ve got to get over it.
Lolo Jones is a highly accomplished athlete in American hurdling and bobsledding,
competing in the Olympics three times and securing the title of World Champion three
times. She was favored to win the 100-meter hurdles at the 2008 Beijing Olympics
where she held the lead until hitting the penultimate hurdle and finishing in seventh
place. Lolo is currently training to compete in the upcoming summer and winter Olympic
games in pursuit of winning her first Olympic medal. Currently residing in Louisiana, she
speaks openly about her Christian faith and is committed to empowering and inspiring
those who face socio-economic hardships through the Lolo Jones Foundation.
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SO LONG, NORMAL

Living and Loving the Freefall of Faith
Laura Story
Push past the loss of your “normal” with bestselling author Laura Story and embrace the
soaring freedom found in living secure in God’s love.
Bible teacher Laura Story gets what it’s like to have plans altered and to surrender
perceived security when faced with circumstances beyond our control. But she also
understands the blessing of having a Father who loves you enough to take off the training
wheels and place his beloved children in the best possible scenario for good and growth.
Building on Laura’s previous two titles, When God Doesn’t Fix It and I Give Up, So Long,
Normal guides us to leave behind the idols of comfort, caution, and routine so we can live
strong and well, even when life takes an unwelcome turn.

July 20, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
9780785248521
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Personal Growth

She says, “Jesus doesn’t just save us from hell in the next life; He saves us from our
addiction to ‘normal’ lives this side of eternity. Our preference for cautious, ordinary lives
is really rooted in a lack of faith and a failure to understand how much better His plan is
than ours.”
In her confessional, conversational style, Laura weaves her own personal stories with
examples from Scripture of characters whose lives were upended by unexpected (and
undesired) change. Leaving, loving, or losing our “normal” is not the end of the world but
the beginning of a new adventure with God who will change us forever.
Laura Story is a wife, mother, songwriter, worship leader, author, artist, and Bible teacher.
Her songs—which have won Grammys, Billboard Music Awards, and Dove Awards—
include “Blessings,” “Mighty to Save,” and Chris Tomlin’s “Indescribable.” Laura has a
master of theological studies and a doctorate in worship studies, and has served as a
worship leader at Perimeter Church in Atlanta since 2005. Her greatest joy is being a wife
to Martin and mother to Josie, Ben, Griffin, and Timothy.

HAVE SERIOUS FUN

And 12 Other Principles to Make Each Day Count
Jim Burns, Ph.D
After hearing the words no one wants to hear--”you have cancer”--Jim Burns set out to
articulate the most important principles for a life well lived and now shares them with
you as a collection of essential truths for a healthy, balanced, and successful life.
What’s truly important for leading a life well lived? After being diagnosed with cancer
and fighting for his life, prolific author and family-life expert Jim Burns learned what it
really means to live a meaningful life from the perspective and practical wisdom only
gained from facing death. Now cancer free, those same life-changing lessons continue
to guide and enrich Burns’s faith, work, and relationships in immeasurable ways. With
his conversational style and heartwarming and entertaining stories, Burns brilliantly
distills that hard-earned wisdom into 13 simple yet powerful life principles you can put
into practice today.
July 27, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
192 pages
9780310362593
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Inspirational

Burns will help you learn how to:
• Break the cycle of being overcommitted and under connected once and for all
• Make family the priority you want it to be with an action plan that will nurture your
closest relationships
• Embrace the discomfort of discipline and avoid the pain of regret
• Incorporate the vital element of fun in your life for connection and relief in even the
toughest times
• Train your mind in reflexive gratitude to rise above negative circumstances.
Don’t wait any longer. Let these principles guide you into deeper joy, more purpose, and
better connection--and start truly living today.
Jim Burns is the president of HomeWord. He speaks to thousands of people around the
world each year. He has over 2 million resources in print in 20 languages. He primarily
writes and speaks on the values of HomeWord, which are Strong Marriages, Confident
Parents, Empowered Kids, and Healthy Leaders. Some of his most popular books
are Confident Parenting, The Purity Code, Creating an Intimate Marriage, Closer, and
Doing Life with Your Adult Children. Jim and his wife, Cathy, live in Southern California.
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INTIMACY WITH GOD

Cultivating a Life of Deep Friendship Through Obedience
Randy Clark
What does it mean to pursue an intimate relationship with God?
“We are God’s beloved children by adoption and by new birth in the Spirit, and as such
we can affectionately call Him Abba Father.” (John 1:12–13)

August 3, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780785224334
RELIGION / Christianity /
Pentecostal & Charismatic

In Intimacy with God, Randy Clark examines how Jesus and the Scriptures (focusing
on the book of John) demonstrate the vital relationship between intimacy, obedience,
and the miraculous as a blueprint for all believers. Dr. Clark explores how these aspects
of Jesus’ relationship with the Father bring glory to God. Combining sound biblical
teaching with keen insight, Dr. Clark invites us to go deeper by asking and studying the
following questions.
• How do we achieve true intimacy in our relationship with God?
• What does it mean to express faith that results in the miraculous?
• What does the Bible say about the balance between obedience and grace?
A clear understanding of the integral relationship between intimacy and obedience
provides a framework in today’s world for glorifying God, particularly through the
miraculous, as Dr. Clark has so profoundly demonstrated during his many years of
ministry.
Readers will come away with a renewed knowledge of God’s deep love for His children
and how fervently He desires a life of intimate friendship with them.
Dr. Randy Clark is the founder of Global Awakening, a teaching, healing, and
impartation ministry that crosses denominational lines. An in-demand international
speaker, he leads the Apostolic Network of Global Awakening and travels extensively for
conferences, international missions, leadership training, and humanitarian aid. Randy
has a DDiv and DMin from United Theological Seminary, and he and his wife, DeAnne,
live in Pennsylvania.

WHEN MAKING OTHERS HAPPY
IS MAKING YOU MISERABLE

How to Break the Pattern of People-Pleasing
and Confidently Live Your Life
Karen Ehman

* Also available:
When Making Others
Happy Is Making You
Miserable Study Guide
(9780310082767)

Bestselling author and recovering people-pleaser Karen Ehman offers stories and helpful
tools from her own life to equip you with practical and biblical advice on how to break free
from the pleasing game and reclaim your peace and purpose.
Feeling overwhelmed, burnt-out, and pulled in too many directions by the needs of
others? If you wish you had a little more freedom and margin in your daily schedule, this
is the book for you.

August 3, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310347583
RELIGION / Christian Living /
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Author and speaker Karen Ehman knows firsthand how people-pleasing locks us in
a prison, trapping us in unhealthy habits which distract us from our true selves and
our God-given purpose. With honesty and practical wisdom, Ehman explores why we
fall into people-pleasing behaviors and offers advice for how we can break out into the
freedom God has called us to. Because the truth is we cannot fulfill our divine purpose if
we’re too busy living everyone else’s.
With vulnerable and humorous stories, biblical insight, and encouragement from
someone who’s been there, Ehman will help you discover how to live out your priorities
despite the opinions and expectations of others; cultivate a strategy for knowing when
to say yes and how to say no; implement boundaries with the pushers, pouters, guiltbombers and others who try to call the shots in your life; and learn to navigate the tension
between following God and loving the people around you
When Making Others Happy Is Making You Miserable is the key you need to quit the
pleasing game, reclaim your life, and walk with God in peace and confidence.
Karen Ehman is a Proverbs 31 Ministries speaker, a New York Times bestselling author,
and a writer for Encouragement for Today,an online devotional that reaches over 4 million
people daily. She has written seventeen books including Keep It Shut, Pressing Pause,
and Keep Showing Up. Her passion is to help women to live their priorities as they reflect
the gospel to a watching world. Married to her college sweetheart, Todd, the mother of
three, and mom-in-law of two
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HOW (NOT) TO SAVE THE WORLD

The Truth About Revealing God’s Love to the People Right Next to You
Hosanna Wong
Mobilizing a generation for the gospel, Hosanna Wong offers a myth-busting approach
to explain how God uses our unique abilities, positions, and relationships to help us
become all that we were made for.
As Christians we’ve been given a purpose and a mission: to love God, love others, and
tell the world about Jesus. But how do we live it out?
With honesty and humor, spoken word poet and preacher Hosanna Wong opens our
eyes to see how we’ve been tricked into believing lies that hold us back from living out
our purpose and sharing our faith with the people around us. We feel unqualified and
uncertain, so we fall into the multiple traps laid out by the Enemy—traps such as hiding
our faith, waiting for perfect, or always flying solo.
This is how not to save the world.
August 17, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780785243021
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

God has a better plan. Hosanna reminds us, “Your details are your superpowers!”
She explains that God created each of us with unique characteristics and abilities and
placed us in circumstances with people whose best view of Jesus is through knowing
us. And it’s not impressiveness or superiority but rather everyday authenticity, integrity,
and community that will help us point the world to Jesus. In the end, we are freed to be
ourselves and to discover that we really are part of how God intends to save the world.
Hosanna Wong is an author, speaker, and performer who grew up in an urban ministry
on the streets of San Francisco. From there to her years of touring the country as
a spoken word artist, and on to her speaking career today in local churches and
conferences around the world, Hosanna has learned how to say yes to God no matter
how intimidating or uncertain the task. She also serves as the teaching pastor at
Eastlake Church in San Diego and as the executive director of Calvary Street Ministries,
an outreach bringing hope to the homeless and low-income families in San Francisco.

A MOTHER’S GUIDE TO RAISING HERSELF

What Parenting Taught Me About Life, Faith, and Myself
Sarah Bragg

For any mom who has ever felt inadequate, overwhelmed, or guilty in trying to balance
it all, popular podcaster Sarah Bragg offers brilliant clarity and respite in this friendly
manual for becoming your most authentic self, instead of just surviving motherhood.
Nothing will make you grow up faster than trying to raise a kid. This is what popular
podcast host and mom Sarah Bragg explores so beautifully as she encourages and
equips moms who are discovering all the ways they still need to grow.
It’s easy to lose our sense of self in the all-consuming process of raising our children, but
Sarah reminds us that the best gift we can bring to our kids is our true, authentic selves.
Through vulnerable and relatable stories, no-nonsense wisdom, and a compassionate
perspective for all the joys and challenges of motherhood, Sarah provides shame-free
practical help to surviving right where you are in life, in relationships, in work, and in
faith.
August 17, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
9780310361343
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Parenting

This guidebook to health and sanity for the wilderness of parenting will help you:
• Give yourself permission and find the courage to show up as yourself
• Wrestle with how purpose, work, and calling fit together
• Notice and celebrate the good that’s happening right around you
• Remember your worth is not in your kids or your role as a parent but in something
far more lasting
Find solidarity, understanding, and helpful encouragement to embrace all that
motherhood is and remember who you truly are. Because you matter, and raising great
kids starts with raising yourself well.
Sarah Bragg is the host of the podcast Surviving Sarah. Along with being a master at
brewing coffee and a champion of cheering for others, she is also a mother of two girls
and a wife to Scott. She and her family reside in Tennessee. You can find more from
Sarah at SarahBragg.com and @sarahwbragg.
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A SPY IN PLAIN SIGHT

The Inside Story of America’s Most Damaging Russian Spy and the
Implications for National Security Today
Lis Wiehl
New York Times bestselling author and former federal prosecutor Lis Wiehl delivers a
behind-the-scenes account of how FBI agent Robert Hanssen, a church-going father
of five, sold national security secrets to Russia for more than two decades--and how
America’s current political climate makes it still possible today.

August 24, 2021
$26.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780718092351
HISTORY / United States / 20th
Century

Three years into his career as an FBI agent, Robert Hanssen made the shocking decision
to volunteer as a spy for the Soviet Union, beginning two decades of espionage that the
Department of Justice considers “possibly the worst intelligence disaster in US history.”
Drawing upon deep archival research and exclusive personal interviews--including
unique access to FBI and CIA agents and Hanssen’s friends and family--former federal
prosecutor and Fox News legal analyst Lis Wiehl has written a propulsive, page-turning
thriller detailing how this unassuming father of five, a devout Catholic and member of
Opus Dei, got away with sharing highly classified information with Russia, including the
names of FBI operatives within the KGB and details about America’s military weapons
operations.
When FBI agents--with help from an ex-KGB officer--arrested Hanssen in 2001, the
resulting investigations laid bare the weaknesses in the FBI’s internal security. In her
careful analysis, Wiehl uncovers surprising reasons behind Hanssen’s devastating acts
of betrayal and sheds light on the very real possibility of another mole in operation
today, particularly given our current social and political climate.
New York Times bestselling author Lis Wiehl is the former legal analyst for Fox News
and The O’Reilly Factor and has appeared regularly on Your World with Neil Cavuto,
Lou Dobbs Tonight, and the Imus morning shows. The former cohost of WOR radio’s
WOR Tonight with Joe Concha and Lis Wiehl, she has served as legal analyst and
reporter for NBC News and NPR’s All Things Considered, as a federal prosecutor in
the United States Attorney’s office, and as a tenured professor of law at the University
of Washington. She appears frequently on CNN as a legal analyst.

THE HARD GOOD

How Showing Up When You Want to Shut Down Is the Beginning of
God’s Greatest Work In and Through You
Lisa Whittle
The Hard Good shows why the divine road that leads to God’s perfect plan for our lives
is often paved with difficulties.
At our very core is the desire to be God’s woman or man—faithful, having fulfilled the
potential God created in us. To reach that point, sometimes we have to endure hard
things, things God has designed for good, to supernaturally shape us into the people
he wants us to be. When we choose to accept the “hard good,” we discover our life’s
purpose, and he promises to give us the joy and passion as our deepest longing is
fulfilled.

September 7, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780785232018
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

The hard good is a powerful path to growth, as you learn to
• accept things you wish were different
• apologize and forgive first
• come clean (repentance)
• give up the now for the best
• stay in the journey
• cheer for someone who has what you want
• open your heart, even when it’s been hurt
• tell yourself no
The Hard Good is a poignant and practical roadmap to help you find God’s true purpose
for your life—a study in becoming the person God uniquely created you to be. With
counsel from Scripture, which speaks into relevant and universal issues that touch each
one of us, The Hard Good inspires and motivates you to discover the growth you have
long desired as you search for your purpose in God’s perfect plan.
Lisa Whittle is the author of seven books, and her wit and bold bottom-line approach
have made her a sought-after Bible teacher. A pastor’s daughter and longtime ministry
leader in issues relevant to the church, Lisa is the founder of Ministry Strong and the
popular Jesus over Everything podcast. Lisa has done master’s work in marriage and
family counseling, advocated for Compassion International, and been featured on
numerous media outlets through the years. She and her husband live in North Carolina
with their three mostly grown children, who still come home for dinner.
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DECLUTTER LIKE A MOTHER

A Guilt-Free, No-Stress Way to Transform Your Home and Your Life
Allie Casazza
Successful business entrepreneur Allie Casazza shares her powerful and proven
method for clearing the clutter in our minds by first clearing the clutter in our homes, the
place where transformation begins.
When Allie Casazza first became a mom, she found herself struggling to make it through
each day. She battled fatigue, depression, and the unsettling feeling that she didn’t
have what it took to do “this mom thing” well. When she realized the root of her burden
was the overwhelm of physical clutter, she got intentional about what took up her space
and time. The path she carved brought her and her family greater contentment and
more abundant living, and she shares it in her much-anticipated first book, Declutter
Like a Mother.

September 7, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9781400225637
HOUSE & HOME / Cleaning,
Caretaking & Organizing

In her winsome, relatable style, Casazza has built a massive following--and a
multimillion-dollar online business--based on her proven, family-oriented approach to
living more simply. Her mission is to empower other moms to start making real, lasting
change. Combining humor and a lighthearted kick-in-the-pants, Declutter Like a Mother
will motivate readers to start taking action. Once referred to as an “in-your-face Marie
Kondo for millennial moms,” Casazza’s advice is actionable, at times irreverent, and
already proven to be life-changing.
Allie Casazza is on a mission to eradicate the “hot mess mom” stereotype by
empowering other women. She has built a massive audience and a multimillion-dollar
online business based on her proven, family-oriented approach to minimalism. She is
also the host of The Purpose Show, a chart-topping podcast, and the creator of multiple
online programs and courses that garner tens of thousands of registrations each time
they run. Her platforms continue to grow every day as more women discover her lifechanging approach to creating an abundant life. She lives in Southern California with
her husband, Brian, where they homeschool their four young children.

REDEEMING HEARTACHE

How Past Suffering Reveals Our True Calling
Dr. Dan B. Allender and Cathy Loerzel, MA
Find freedom and healing from painful memories and relational struggles and learn how
your past has uniquely prepared you to experience more joy.
Tragedy and pain inevitably touch our lives in some way. We long to feel whole, but more
often than not, the way we’ve learned to deal with our wounds pushes us away from the
very restoration we need most. Renowned psychologist Dr. Dan Allender and counselor
and teacher Cathy Loerzel present a life-changing process of true connection and healing
with ourselves, God, and others.
With a clear, biblically trustworthy method, Allender and Loerzel walk you through a
journey of profound inner transformation--from the shame and hurt of old emotional
wounds to true freedom and healing. Drawn from modern research and their pioneering
work at The Allender Center, they will help you identify your core trauma in one of the
three outcast archetypes--the widow, orphan, or stranger--and chart your path of growth
into the God-given roles of priest, prophet, or leader. This book will help you learn: What
to do about feeling out-of-place and directionless; How your coping mechanisms create a
false sense of health; How to embrace your divine calling and find lasting reconciliation;
How your heart wounds are your unique invitation to true strength and purpose.

September 14, 2021
$28.99
Jacketed Hardcover
288 pages
Your past pain does not dictate your life. Answer the call to healing and discover your life’s
9780310362012
beautiful story and a future of hope and freedom.
RELIGION / Christian Ministry /
Counseling & Recovery
Dr. Dan Allender for 30 years has pioneered a unique therapy centered around his

innovative theory and training in transforming betrayal, ambivalence, and powerlessness
into faith, hope and love. Through identifying and engaging these experiences into a
personal narrative, he has seen healing occur in countless individual lives by connecting
the story of the gospel to people’s universal heart wound stories. After receiving his
Master of Divinity from Westminster Theological Seminary, Dr. Allender earned his Ph.D.
in Counseling Psychology from Michigan State University.
Cathy Loerzel, MA is a co-founder and Executive Vice President of The Allender Center.
Combining her background in organizational leadership and development with an MA
in Counseling Psychology from The Seattle School, she has overseen its growth by
employing a holistic approach to guiding its mission and vision. Cathy has spent the last
decade working with Dan Allender and The Allender Center and is a primary instructor.
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WE’LL LAUGH ABOUT THIS (SOMEDAY)

Essays on Taking Life a Smidge Too Seriously
Anna Lind Thomas

From popular humor writer and social media sensation Anna Lind Thomas comes an
essay collection that is sure to make you laugh, cry, and cry from laughing as you
discover how to take life a smidge less seriously.
The woman known for the viral story “The Fart That (Almost) Altered My Destiny”
brings her endearing brand of anything-goes, slapstick humor to her first book, We’ll
Laugh About This (Someday). Whether she’s coping with the “hysteria bandwagon”
that permeates social media; recounting the time her epidural worked a little too well; or
sharing about the night she and her husband panicked over a suspected intruder--what
do we do with our hands?--only to discover the loud noise that had pierced the night
came from their kids’ toys falling in the bathtub, Anna Lind Thomas is deft at telling the
truth as she sees it, even if it later proves to be a wee bit of an overreaction.

September 14, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
9781400221967
HUMOR / Topic / Marriage &
Family

In her down-to-earth style, Thomas pokes fun at herself--her propensity to dispense
questionable dating advice to friends, including the time she urged her former prom
date to break up with the singer who would later become Lady Gaga (oops), and her
parenting paranoia, realized after buying nearly every child safety product known to
humankind. Readers will savor her emotional, faith-filled inspiration and will appreciate
her reminder not to take life too seriously. After all, she says, sweating the big stuff
and the small stuff only produces a life full of sweating, which is a real problem since
apparently deodorant can give us breast cancer.
Anna Lind Thomas is a humor writer and popular online personality who founded the
funny site HaHas for HooHas. She spends her time writing for various media outlets
and hosting her podcast, It’s Not That Serious, which is consistently ranked in the Top
25 of the iTunes Family section. She holds a bachelor’s in advertising and a master’s in
communication studies and spent many years copywriting and creating campaigns in
ad departments before having children. Her story about a fart went viral and catapulted
her to fame (or infamy). Anna and her husband, Rob, live in Nebraska with their two
young daughters, Lucy and Poppy, and an English Bulldog named Bruno. You can
learn more at AnnaLindThomas.com.

BATTLE CRY

Waging and Winning the War Within
Jason Wilson
Defying a culture that proclaims “real men don’t cry,” Jason Wilson calls readers to
unlearn society’s definition of masculinity and discover the freedom and healing of
engaging with and mastering their emotions.
For decades, Jason Wilson tried his best to “be a man” and hide how he felt. He
didn’t know how to express his emotions without exploding or imploding and blamed
everyone else for the way he felt. This went on until he finally released years of past
trauma and pain to grasp healing for him and his family. Learning how to master his
emotions and practice healthy vulnerability transformed his life and relationships in
ways he never could have imagined, and he now seeks to reveal the lies that many
men believe about true manhood.

September 21, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9781400226993
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Men’s Interests

Using the principles he’s learned and instills at the CATTA, his training academy
for young men--principles about living fearlessly from your heart and not from your
hurt, winning battles before they turn into wars, and seeing the difference between
aggression and assertiveness--Wilson shows readers how to
• stop allowing the world’s understanding of masculinity to define manhood and
instead live boldly from their heart, not their fears;
• rule their emotions rather than become slaves to them;
• release trauma from their past so they can live fully to their potential in the present;
• and communicate more effectively with people in their lives so they can love
without limits.
Jason Wilson is the director of The Cave of Adullam Transformational Training
Academy (CATTA), a program of The Yunion nonprofit he founded in 2003. The CATTA
has been featured on The Dr. Oz Show, Today, and CNN to name a few. In addition to
more than twenty-five years of martial arts training and developing young men, Wilson
is a faithful husband of twenty-three years and a proud father of two beautiful children.
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THE LIGHTHOUSE EFFECT

How Ordinary People Can Have an Extraordinary Impact in the World
Steve Pemberton
In this stirring follow-up to his memoir, Steve Pemberton gives practical encouragement
for how you can be a “human lighthouse” for others and through these inspiring stories
will renew your hope for humanity.
Our polarized, divisive culture seems to be without heroes and role models. We are
adrift in a dark sea of disillusionment and distrust and we need “human lighthouses” to
give us hope and direct us back to the goodness in each other and in our own hearts.

September 28, 2021
$25.99
Jacketed Hardcover
288 pages
9780310362326
SELF-HELP / Motivational &
Inspirational

Steve Pemberton found a lighthouse in an ordinary man named John Sykes, his
former high school counselor. John gave Steve a safe harbor after Steve escaped an
abusive foster home and together they navigated a new path that led to personal and
professional success. Through stories of people like John and several others, you will
identify how the hardships you have overcome equip you to be a “human lighthouse,”
inspiring those around you.
The humble gestures of kindness that change the course of our lives can shift the course
for America too. With a unique vision for building up individuals and communities and
restoring trust, The Lighthouse Effect opens your eyes to those who are quietly heroic.
You will reflect on the lighthouses in your own life and be reminded that the greatest
heroes are alongside us--and within us.
Steve Pemberton is Chief People Officer for Workhuman, the leading online platform
bringing positivity to the workplace through social recognition. Prior to assuming his
role at Workhuman, Steve was a Senior Human Resources Executive at Walgreens.
Steve and his wife, Tonya, are the proud parents of three children.

THE RIGHT KIND OF CONFIDENT

The Remarkable Grit of a God-Fearing Woman
Mary A. Kassian
Award-winning author and popular Bible teacher Mary Kassian shows readers how
they can be transformed into bold, indomitable women when they develop a reverent
fear of God that rejects the wrong and embraces the right kind of confidence.

September 28, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9781400209866
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Women’s Interests

Women today are plagued with fears, insecurities, and anxieties. Popular wisdom says
the answer is to “just believe in yourself” and “claim your truth,” but while these sound
great on the surface, many women are still feeling unsure, worried, and confused.
Popular Bible teacher Mary Kassian asks, “What if the solution isn’t looking within to
drum up more self-confidence? What if the best way be the bold, courageous women
God designed us to be is to find a source of confidence that is unchanging, firm, and
trustworthy?” Drawing directly from Scripture with tips for practical application, Kassian
shows us how to
• gain greater insight into emotions like worry and anxiety;
• identify and reject the world’s sources of confidence that ultimately always let us
down; and
• replace debilitating fear with the empowering, reverent fear that produces the
kind of confidence that lasts.
As the Wise Sage promised, “in the fear of the Lord one has strong confidence”
(Proverbs 14:26), and when we embrace that, we go from scared to secure, from
agitated to awed, from daunted to daring.
Mary A. Kassian is an award-winning author and international speaker. She has
published several books and Bible studies, including Girls Gone Wise, Conversation
Peace, and The Right Kind of Strong. She and her family reside in Canada.
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A BOOK CALLED YOU

Understanding the Enneagram from a Grace-Filled, Biblical Perspective
Matthew Stephen Brown
A biblically grounded Enneagram book that looks at the Enneagram numbers of people
in the Bible so readers can discover more about themselves and gain specific wisdom
about how and why they are uniquely made.
Who am I? Everyone asks that question, no matter their age or status in life. If we truly
are supposed to be real with others, shouldn’t that start with learning how to be real with
ourselves? We think so. But we have to be willing to look inside and ask, “Okay, God,
who am I? What is it that I don’t see about myself that you see?” A Book Called YOU will
help us learn about who we are as individuals and how a biblical view of self-discovery
can improve every part of our lives.

October 5, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
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Based on his widely successful teaching series “A Series Called You” and his personal
experience using the Enneagram personality assessment tool in his marriage and other
personal relationships, pastor Matt Brown offers a groundbreaking, entertaining, and
heartfelt guide that highlights biblical truths alongside the Enneagram to help us better
understand ourselves and how we relate to the people around us.
Matthew Stephen Brown is the founding and lead pastor of Sandals Church in
Riverside, California. Sandals Church began in 1997 when Pastor Matt and his wife,
Tammy, set out to create a church where people could be real with themselves, God,
and others. Today, he continues to lead Sandals Church as the primary teaching
pastor. In 2016, he launched The Debrief podcast, an opportunity for people to get
real answers to tough questions about the Bible and Christianity. And last year, Pastor
Matt and Sandals Church launched the ROGO Foundation, which exists to help save
and replant dying churches and invest in up-and-coming leaders through hands-on
leadership training programs at Sandals Church. Matt is passionate about the vision of
authenticity and raising up the next generation of leaders for the local church. He and
Tammy have three children and reside in Riverside, California.

CONTAGIOUS FAITH

Discover Your Natural Style for Sharing Jesus with Others
Mark Mittelberg
As a follower of Christ you know--at least deep down--that you were created for more
than just loving your family, building your career, or attending weekly church services.
We were made to share God’s love with others in ways that can impact their lives and
redirect their eternities.
But few of us are naturally comfortable doing this. We wrestle with internal fears, a
lack of preparation, and the sense that reaching out to others might force us to act like
someone we’re not. We want to encourage people spiritually, but we don’t want to get
weird or overbearing in the process. We need to be equipped to talk to people about
Jesus in ways that fit our God-given personalities, and we would benefit greatly from
an infusion of fresh inspiration and practical ideas.

October 5, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
240 pages
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In Contagious Faith, bestselling author and teacher Mark Mittelberg introduces you to
the five Contagious Faith Styles--Friendship-Building, Selfless-Serving, Story-Sharing,
Reason-Giving, and Truth-Telling--and helps you discover which of these approaches
(or combination of them) will enable you to naturally share your faith in Jesus with the
people around you. He also explains in a down-to-earth fashion several skills that will
help you communicate your faith in infectious ways, illustrating his message with reallife accounts of ordinary believers who applied these principles for extraordinary impact.
Mark Mittelberg was the primary author of the celebrated Becoming a Contagious
Christian course, through which he helped nearly two million people around the world
learn to communicate their faith. Now, with clear teaching, compelling stories, and
inspiring motivation, his new Contagious Faith book will help you share the good news
of Jesus effectively--even in our increasingly resistant culture.
Mark Mittelberg is a best-selling author and international speaker. His books include
The Unexpected Adventure (with Lee Strobel), The Questions Christians Hope No
One Will Ask (With Answers), and Confident Faith. He is also the primary author of
the award-winning Becoming a Contagious Christian training course, which has been
translated into more than 20 languages and used by more than 1,500,000 people
around the world.
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GLORIOUS YOU

Your Roadmap to Becoming Fierce, Free, and Full of Fire
Jen Hatmaker
With this guided journal companion, New York Times bestselling author Jen Hatmaker
takes readers through introspection, reflection, and bold declarations on their path to
creating their own manifesto about who they are, what they need, what they want, what
they believe, and how they connect.
In the New York Times bestselling book Fierce, Free, and Full of Fire, Jen Hatmaker
invites women to a journey of self-discovery and disclosure, where they end up with a
series of twelve statements from five categories:
• This is who I am
• This is what I need
• This is what I want
• This is what I believe
• This is how I connect
May 25, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
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She closes the book with her own statements, a HELLO, WORLD! manifesto of sorts,
and invites readers to identify their own. With this companion journal as their guide,
Jen now provides fans with the dedicated space to do just that. She offers inspirational
excerpts from the book, prompts, introspective questions, and suggested activities, so
women all over the world can put all their newfound boldness and truth in writing and
learn to offer their truest selves, in all their fullness, as a gift to the world.
“For me, the practice of putting pen to paper creates an alchemy hard to duplicate
any other way. Something about writing it down helps bring it to life. Committing to
something with written words makes it more real, more memorable. You may write
something for the first time. Start small: one area, one truth, tell one safe person.
Develop muscle memory for authenticity. Learn its rhythms. Practice standing firmly in
it. Don’t be afraid; this is good for literally everyone you love in your life. They deserve
the true version of you. We all do.”
Jen Hatmaker is the author of the New York Times bestsellers For the Love and
Fierce, Free, and Full of Fire. Jen hosts the award-winning For the Love podcast, is
the delighted curator of the Jen Hatmaker Book Club, and she leads a tightly knit online
community where she reaches millions of people each week. Jen is a co-founder
of Legacy Collective, a giving community that grants millions of dollars around the
world. She is a mom to five kids and lives happily just outside Austin, Texas in a 1908
farmhouse with questionable plumbing.
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HarperCollins Leadership
Feeding your inner drive to grow as a leader
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R.E.D. MARKETING

The Three Ingredients of Leading Brands
Greg Creed and Ken Muench
Create breakthrough marketing campaigns that achieve staggering consumer response
rates by harnessing the power of R.E.D. Marketing—a transparent and flexible
methodology from the CEO and CMO of marketing powerhouse Yum! Brands (Taco
Bell, KFC, Pizza Hut) with a genuine track record of success.
Sidestep the other marketing books, courses, articles, and even TED talks that offer
hypothetical explanations that sound sensible. Embrace the proven, systematic
approach of R.E.D. Marketing, which the recent CEO and current CMO of Yum! Brands
applied to lead Taco Bell and KFC to double digit growth—no PhD required!
In 2011, Greg Creed had just been elevated from President to CEO of Taco Bell, a brand
in deep distress at the time. It was on his shoulders to turn things around quickly along
with co-author and CMO, Ken Muench. Together they developed the R.E.D (Relevance,
Ease, Distinctiveness) method.
June 8, 2021
$28.99
Jacketed Hardcover
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Its simple methodology does not require complicated terms and a PhD to understand,
it’s actually quite simple—marketing works in three very different ways: Relevance—Is
it relevant to the marketplace? Ease—Is it easy to access and use? Distinction—Does
it stand out from competition?
Combining actual examples from Yum! and other recognizable brands of every size
around the world; the latest findings in marketing, neuroscience, and behavioral
economics; and the author’s own experience marketing three different brands across
120 countries—your brand can set and achieve a truly breakthrough marketing
campaign utilizing R.E.D. Marketing.
Greg Creed was CEO of Yum! Brands, Inc., and is currently a member of the board,
overseeing the world’s largest restaurant companies, including KFC, Pizza Hut, and
Taco Bell. Creed has over 40 years of experience in marketing and operations.
Ken Muench is the Chief Marketing Officer for Yum! Brands. Muench leads The
Collider Lab, a think tank made up of social scientists, marketing strategists, cultural
trend forecasters, and data gurus.

TRAUMA TO TRIUMPH

A Roadmap for Leading Through Disruption (and Thriving on the Other Side)
Mark Goulston and Diana Hendel
How to successfully navigate through crisis or trauma—and come out stronger on the
other side. This leadership roadmap shows you the way.
Organizational trauma takes many forms. It could be a pandemic that disrupts everything
about the way people work. An economic meltdown. An act of violence. A failed merger.
A layoff—or continual threats of one. Whatever the scenario, events like these can traumatize leaders and employees, sending everyone into survival mode. If the crisis is not
“named and claimed” as trauma and managed effectively, it’s sure to linger on in the form
of chronic stress and anxiety. And left unspoken and unaddressed, blame, shame, and guilt
often permeate the culture of the organization and erode its ability to thrive in the future.
Here’s the good news: when leaders navigate a traumatic event effectively, the organization doesn’t just survive. It can be transformed and flourish in ways previously unimagined.
March 23, 2021
$17.99
Softcover
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Leadership

In Trauma to Triumph, Mark Goulston, MD, and Diana Hendel present a visionary and
tactical roadmap to help leaders create stability in the midst of chaos and uncertainty,
move productively through a traumatic event, and come out even stronger and better on
the other side.
Filled with tools and tactics, Trauma to Triumph is an organization-wide blueprint for navigating a future where we’re likely to experience one stretch of whitewater after another.
It gives leaders at every level the guidance they need to create confidence, courage, and
enthusiasm in their team. It’s not just about being prepared for future crises. It’s also about
leading in a new way in the times of stability in between—a way that creates a stronger,
better company.
Mark Goulston, MD, FAPA is a board-certified psychiatrist, fellow of the American Psychiatric Association, former assistant professor of psychiatry at UCLA NPI, and a former
FBI and police hostage negotiation trainer.
Diana Hendel, PharmD is an executive coach and leadership consultant, former hospital
CEO, and author of Responsible: A Memoir, a riveting and deeply personal account of
leading during and through the aftermath of a deadly workplace trauma.
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FEARLESS

The New Rules for Unlocking Creativity, Courage, and Success
Rebecca Minkoff
Take your rightful place in the driver’s seat of your own life and career through the
focused and fearless strategies that only highly respected, incredibly successful luxury
fashion mogul and social activist Rebecca Minkoff could lay out in these pages.
Rebecca Minkoff built a fashion empire through hard work and a relentless drive to live
her dream. It wasn’t easy and took tremendous resolve to remain hungry and persevere. Through hard work, she has created a space for herself on the shelves of luxury
department stores across the world.

June 14, 2021
$25.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
288 pages
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From Rebecca’s experience, readers will learn how to:
• Take on challenges they initially didn’t know how to complete, using Rebecca’s
fearless approach to push themselves to meet each and every one.
• Overcome the fear and trials female entrepreneurs often face.
• Break the rules and find success in places they previously thought to be inaccessible.
• Reach their goals, no matter how unattainable they may seem.
In this book, Rebecca shares her own stories and teach readers how she was able to
reach her goals to become the successful fashion designer she is today. She shows
that you if you remain hungry, work hard, and face the unspoken rules that have held
women back for centuries, you can make success happen for yourself.
Rebecca Minkoff, co-founder and creative director of her namesake company, is very
accessible. As a millennial designer, she wanted to speak directly to her customers
and build a relationship with them at scale. She’s uniquely active on social media for
a founder. The Rebecca Minkoff Instagram is half lifestyle, half Rebecca herself, and
content often revolves around female empowerment. She’s created a community of
#superwomen and devotes resources and time to promote other female founders.

BECOMING TRADER JOE

How I Did Business My Way and Still Beat the Big Guys
Joe Coulombe with Patty Civalleri
Build an iconic shopping experience that your customers love—and a work environment
that your employees love being a part of—using this blueprint from Trader Joe’s visionary
founder, Joe Coulombe.
Infuse your organization with a distinct personality and culture that draws customers in a
way that simply competing on price cannot.

June 22, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
288 pages
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Joe Coulombe founded what would become Trader Joe’s in the late 1960s and helped
shape it into the beloved, quirky food chain it is today. Realizing early on that he could
not compete and win by playing the same game his bigger competitors were playing, he
decided to build a store for educated people of somewhat modest means. He brought
in unusual products from around the world and promoted them in the Fearless Flyer,
providing customers with background on how they were sourced and their nutritional
value. He also gave the stores a tiki theme to reinforce the exotic trader ship concept with
employees wearing Hawaiian shirts.
In this way, Joe laid down a blueprint for other business owners to follow to build their
own unique shopping experience that customers love, and a work environment that
employees love being a part of.
In Becoming Trader Joe, Joe shares the lessons he learned by challenging the status
quo and rethinking the way a business operates. He shows readers of all types:
• How moving from a pure analytical approach to a more creative, problem-solving
approach can drive innovation.
• How finding an affluent niche of passionate customers can be a better strategy than
competing on price and volume.
• How questioning all aspects of the way you do business leads to powerful results.
• How to build a business around your values and identity.
Joseph Hardin Coulombe was an American Entrepreneur. He founded the grocery
store Trader Joe’s in 1967 and ran it until his retirement in 1988. Coulombe graduated
from Stanford University in 1952 with a degree in Economics. He earned an MBA from
the Stanford Graduate School of Business in 1954. Coulombe was a member of Alpha
Kappa Lambda. Joe recently passed away on February 28, 2020.
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TECH-POWERED SALES

Achieve Superhuman Sales Skills
Justin Michael and Tony Hughes
Why Tech-Powered Sales?
In tough markets and with more and more people working remotely, creating quality
sales pipeline in traditional ways is more challenging than ever. As sales technologies
continue to evolve and advance, developing technical quotient (TQ) is an essential
element of sales success.
In Tech-Powered Sales, two record-setting experts on sales, and a best-selling author
on sales leadership, combine to provide practical guidance on how professional sellers
can maximize results with an effective sales tech-stack to power-up sales effectiveness
for outstanding results.

June 29, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
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In these pages, sales superstars Justin Michael and Tony Hughes:
• Reveal the strategies and techniques that enable you to break through with difficult
to reach buyers
• Teach you how to lift your TQ with insight into how sales technologies can be employed for maximum benefit
• Enable you to make the jump from being a laggard to the superuser within your
sales team delivering leading results
• Show you how to thrive in the fourth industrial revolution to leverage technology
rather than be at risk of being replaced by AI and automation.
Justin Michael has set records over the past decade for full cycle revenue creation in
cutting edge AdTech/MarTech and SaaS startups, both as an individual contributor and
global team leader. Justin was the inspiration behind COMBO Prospecting, an acclaimed
sales pipeline methodology used by some of the most successful brands globally. He
lives in California where he consults to leading corporations of top of funnel revenue
operations.
Tony Hughes has served as head of sales for public corporations and as the Asiapacific CEO for tier-one global technology companies. Tony is a best-selling author and
renowned keynote speaker, and has been consistently ranked as a top 3 influencer on
sales globally.

EVERYBODY WANTS TO RULE THE WORLD

Surviving and Thriving in a World of Digital Giants
R “Ray” Wang

Which kinds of companies will thrive and which will get crushed by the powerful forces
in the global business landscape now at work? This groundbreaking new guide will help
you adapt and change your business to thrive among digital giants, including Google,
Facebook, and Amazon.
Drawing on considerable original research and case studies from Wang’s acclaimed firm,
Constellation Research, this groundbreaking guide reveals which kinds of companies
will thrive and which will get crushed by the powerful forces now at work.
Ultimately, you will understand how the business world is changing in the face of extreme
competition and, most importantly, you will learn how to adapt now to stay relevant and
in demand.

July 13, 2021
$24.99
Jacketed Hardcover
224 pages
9781400224869
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Organizational Development

Everybody Wants to Rule the World will help you:
• Understand the power of Data-Driven Digital Networks and how they have driven
the most successful companies of our time.
• Learn how extreme consolidation is changing the global business landscape and
what this means for businesses of all types and sizes in terms of understanding
where you fit in the value chain.
• Gain insights into what innovative companies are doing right now to position
themselves in this new reality.
• Take your business from status quo to market leader.
R “Ray” Wang (pronounced WAHNG) is the Founder, Chairman, and Principal Analyst
of Silicon Valley based Constellation Research Inc., which studies emerging business
and technology trends, digital business model transformation, enterprise applications
strategy, and the relationship between business leadership and technology adoption. He
is widely respected for his insights into the business processes, models, and organizational
designs required for successful adoption of new technology. Wang has spoken at almost
every major tech related conference, including Salesforce’s Dreamforce, Adobe Summit,
IBM Think, HR Tech Conference, Microsoft’s Conferences, Google Next, and the World
Economic Forum at Davos.
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WORK, YOUR WAY

Reinvent Yourself, Create the Life You Want and Thrive as a Consultant
Lisa Hufford
Build your successful consultant life doing the work you love, on your terms utilizing the
practical tips, inspiration, and straightforward advice from recognized new world of work
visionary and thought leader, Lisa Hufford.
Professionals want freedom and flexibility in the work they do, and they have more
options than ever before to create the work & life they want on their own terms. They
want to make work fit their lives—not the other way around.
Lisa’s promise is that consulting is a viable alternative to traditional full-time employment,
and you have everything you need to make it happen.

August 3, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
240 pages
9781400221042
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Home-Based Businesses

Equal parts actionable and inspirational, this is the definitive guide for beginner and
experienced consultants. Lisa teaches readers how to successfully step off the corporate
career ladder and transition to doing the work they love, on their terms. Grounded
in Lisa’s experience trading a high-powered corporate career for the freedom and
flexibility of consulting, building an award-winning consultancy, and helping thousands
of professionals make the same switch, this book enables professionals to redesign their
lives and create opportunity in the future of work.
This book will enable readers to: understand the current future of work landscape,
what consulting is, why people choose it, and assess whether it’s for them; build their
foundation by defining their personal brand, identifying the work they love to do and
their ideal client, and learning the art of the rate; and create their flywheel by landing a
contract, setting themselves up for success, delivering excellence, and taking time to
reflect and refresh.
Readers who follow these practical, simple steps will learn how to discover their personal
brand, identify the work they love to do right now, explore how to do more of that work,
and ultimately, create a life with meaning and purpose.
Lisa Hufford, Founder & CEO Simplicity Consulting, is on a mission to help everyone
thrive in the new world of work. She speaks and writes about personal brand, business
consulting and the future of work. Lisa has been selected as an EY Winning Woman and
an INC. top 10 female entrepreneur.

THE FIVE-WEEK LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE

35 Action Steps to Become the Leader You Were Meant to Be
Patrick R. Leddin
Develop and expand your innate leadership abilities through daily exercises and challenges designed to help you grow into the leader you want to be and prepare you or the
job you were made to have.
A recent Harvard Business Review article outlining a study of over 17,000 leaders found
that although, on average, people begin to supervise others at age 30, most do not start
to receive formal leadership training until their forties.
Don’t wait for training that doesn’t come until it’s too late. The Five-Week Leadership
Challenge is an invaluable guide to help any aspiring leader begin a daily practice of
exercises and challenges designed to develop and expand your innate leadership ability
as quickly as possible.

August 24, 2021
$27.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9781400225309
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Leadership

Patrick Leddin has served as a U.S. Army airborne, infantry, and ranger-qualified officer,
founded and ran successful businesses, and trained thousands of leaders. In The FiveWeek Leadership Challenge, Leddin shows you how to quickly build standout leadership
skills so that when the next opportunity comes along, you’re the only person for the job.
The Five-Week Leadership Challenge:
• Includes 35 daily challenges designed to quickly develop standout leadership skills.
• Outlines the leadership habits you can practice regularly that get you noticed—and
promoted, based on Leddin’s experience training and consulting thousands of leaders all over the world.
• Encourages you to share your completion of the leadership challenge on social
media to exponentially expand your networking opportunities and receive bonus
content and access to additional author tools.
Patrick Leddin has benefited from both hands-on leadership and management experience coupled with academic rigor and expertise. He served as a U.S. Army airborne,
infantry, ranger-qualified officer, worked as a Project Manager at KPMG Consulting, and
co-started and ran an Inc. 5000 recognized consulting firm. Patrick is an Associate Professor at Vanderbilt University.
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FROM STARTUP TO EXIT

An Insider’s Guide to Launching and Scaling Your Tech Business
Shirish Nadkarmi
Tech entrepreneurs, make your startup dreams come true by utilizing this invaluable,
founder-to-founder guide to successfully navigating all phases of the tech startup
journey.
With the advent of the internet, mobile computing, and now AI/Machine learning and
cloud computing, the number of new startups has accelerated over the last decade
across tech centers in Silicon Valley, Israel, India, and China.
From Startup to Exit shares the knowledge that pioneering, serial entrepreneur Shirish
Nadkarni has gained from over two decades of success, detailing the practical aspects
of startup formation from founding, funding, management, and finding an exit.

August 24, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
256 pages
9781400225347
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Entrepreneurship

With successful tech entrepreneurs interviewed and featured throughout, From Startup
to Exit will help you:
• Understand exactly what tech startups must do to succeed in all phases, from idea
stage to IPO.
• Gain invaluable insights from the journeys of other successful tech founders that
can be applied to your own situation.
• Learn how to raise millions of dollars of funding from angels and VCs to give your
company the fuel it needs to take off and succeed.
Shirish Nadkarni is a serial entrepreneur with proven success in creating multiple
consumer businesses that have scaled to tens of millions of users worldwide. Shirish
was the co-founder of Livemocha, the world’s largest language learning site with 15+
million registered members from over 200 countries. Livemocha was acquired by
RosettaStone in 2013. Prior to starting his entrepreneurial journey, Shirish was an early
employee at Microsoft where he engineered Microsoft’s acquisition of Hotmail and
established MSN as a top 3 web portal.

THE GOLD STANDARD

Giving Your Customers What They Didn’t Know They Wanted
Colin Cowie
Learn how to cultivate the most incredible customer experiences on earth through this
essential guide by Colin Cowie, distinguished purveyor of unforgettable “wow” events for
the world’s most demanding clients.
If you’re searching for ways to ensure your customers walk away from your company with
a smile on their face and a plan to return, you found it. And any business organization can
adapt the tools and techniques in this book.
Colin Cowie, one of the world’s most sought-after event planners, shares the hard-won
and hard-nosed advice he has learned through entertaining and engaging stories and
examples. He gives readers the indisputable blueprint for creating a customer service
culture that anyone can tailor to their own needs, whether you’re a shopkeeper, corporate
marketing director, or budding event planner
September 7, 2021
$28.99
Jacketed Hardcover
288 pages
9781400224005
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Customer Relations

Upon coming to the United States from South Africa with $400 in his pocket, Colin built
his highly successful catering and event planning business from the ground up to become
event planner to the most respected tastemakers and personalities in the world—including
Oprah Winfrey, Jennifer Lopez, Ryan Seacrest, and Kim Kardashian, to name a few.
In this book, you will:
• Learn how to formulate your own vision, mission statements, and guiding principles,
and effectively communicate them to your team.
• Learn how you can align your vision with your essential mission statement.
• Discover the core values, including service and accountability, that fuel Colin’s
customer care ethos, and how you can apply those values to your own business.
• Have a renewed understanding of how vitally important it is that you take good care
of the people who work for you so they, in turn, can care for your customers.
• Learn to use every complaint as an opportunity, and why you should be more afraid
of a client who doesn’t complain when something goes wrong than one who does.
Colin Cowie has been at the forefront of event and wedding planning for the past 25
years, creating trends and raising the bar for providing the ultimate guest experience.
Colin has created some of the most talked-about events in the world, including the multimillion dollar opening of Palm Island Dubai, the Cosmopolitan Hotel in Las Vegas, and
Atlantis on Nassau Island, as well as Oprah Winfrey’s Legends Ball.
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SELL DIFFERENT!

All New Sales Differentiation Strategies to Outsmart, Outmaneuver, and
Outsell the Competition
Lee B. Salz
Salespeople face fierce competition in their pursuit of winning deals. Differences in
product features and functions among competitors get smaller by the minute and are not
always meaningful to buyers. How do you stand out from the pack and work not to just
land the account, but to win deals at the prices you want?
Lee B. Salz’ previous ground-breaking, bestselling book, Sales Differentiation, armed
salespeople with strategies to differentiate both what they sell and how they sell it. Lee’s
new book, Sell Different! provides a new component of Sales Differentiation strategy to
help you outsmart, outmaneuver, and outsell the competition to win more deals at the
prices you want. This book provides you with the tools you need to land new accounts
and grow existing ones at the prices you want.

September 14, 2021
$27.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9781400222506
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Sales & Selling / General

The practical, proven strategies presented in Sell Different! include:
• Your toughest competitor -- it’s not who you think it is – and how to defeat it
• A 16-phase prospecting rhythm to reach and engage elusive prospects
• Finding more of your best clients – it’s easier than you think
• Virtual selling – and how to harness its potential
• The critical person needed to win more deals at the prices you want
• The myth of closing problems – and fixing the real issue limiting your success
• Dissecting the most challenging sales objection salespeople encounter – and how
to navigate it
• Conquering accounts to keep the competition out while driving revenue
• An account management program that both retains clients and attracts new ones
• The major flaw when comparing salespeople with professional athletes – and how
to fix it, and much, much more!
This book is intended for every salesperson, executive, and business owner who desires
to win more deals at the prices you want.
Lee B. Salz is a world-renowned sales management strategist and CEO of Sales
Architects®. Lee specializes in helping salesforces, across all industries, win more deals
at the prices you want. Lee is a frequently-sought keynote speaker and consultant on
Sales Differentiation, salesforce development, hiring, onboarding, compensation, and
other sales performance topics.

THE ULTIMATE MARKETING ENGINE

5 Steps to Ridiculously Consistent Growth
John Jantsch

Learn proven principles to create and maintain a clear, effective marketing strategy that
attracts your ideal clients, generates greater profits, and is easy for you and your team
to follow.
Marketing has changed drastically with the introduction of a growing array of digital
channels and it’s difficult for small business owners and marketing executives to keep
up. As a result, marketing initiatives have become fragmented as marketers focus on
individual aspects of their plan, rather than executing an overall strategy.
Using the principles that he teaches in his first book, on his podcast, and in his blog, John
Jantsch, founder of the marketing platform Duct Tape Marketing, teaches you how to
create and maintain a simple, effective, and clear marketing strategy that you and your
teams can easily follow.
September 21, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
240 pages
9781400224777
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS /
Marketing / General

In The Ultimate Marketing Engine, readers will learn:
• Why having a strategy is so important and how an effective strategy will render the
competition irrelevant.
• How to cultivate relationships with their target audience.
• How to find the tactics that are in plain view and capitalize on them.
• That your brand is what your customers say it is and why a strategy is essential to
guiding that narrative.
• The value of content as the voice of strategy.
Strategy is the crucial first step to a solid marketing foundation for a company’s brand and
products. This book will help readers create and maintain that foundation.
John Jantsch is the creator of the Duct Tape Marketing System. For more than
twenty years he has coached and consulted small business owners and independent
professionals in simple and low-cost methods for growing and promoting their businesses.
His blog, Duct Tape Marketing, was recognized by Forbes magazine as the best blog on
small business and marketing.
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Fiction

Stories that inspire, illuminate, and transform.
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THE LETTER KEEPER

A Murphy Shepherd Novel
Charles Martin

Combining heart-wrenching emotion with edge-of-your-seat tension, Charles Martin
explores the true power of sacrificial love.
He shows up when all hope is lost.
Murphy Shepherd has made a career of finding those no one else could—survivors of
human trafficking. His life’s mission is helping others find freedom.
But then the nightmare strikes too close to home.
When his new wife, her daughter, and two other teenage girls are stolen, Murphy is left
questioning all he has thought to be true. With more dead ends than leads, he has no
idea how to find those he loves.
June 8, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
352 pages
9780785230953
FICTION / Southern

After everything is stripped away, love is what remains.
Hope feels lost, but Murphy is willing to expend his last breath trying to bring them
home.
Charles Martin is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of thirteen
novels. He and his wife, Christy, live in Jacksonville, Florida.

AN UNLIKELY MATCH

An Amish Inn Novel
Beth Wiseman

From beloved bestselling author Beth Wiseman comes the second novel in the Amish
Inn series—charming, sweet stories about two widowed innkeeping sisters who are
determined to help their guests find love.
Evelyn Schrock lives in Montgomery, Indiana, with her parents and two brothers. She
works at a nearby market, and at nineteen, she’s dated but never been in love. Then
she meets Jayce and falls hard for him. But he comes from a lavish world that Evelyn
knows nothing about.

June 8, 2021
$15.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780310357254
FICTION / Romance / Amish &
Mennonite

When Jayce Clarkson travels to The Peony Inn with his famous father and a film crew,
it’s supposed to be his last stop before he’s done with his father and the movie industry
forever. The last thing he expects to find is love with an Amish woman. The elderly
owners of the inn—sisters Esther Zook and Lizzie Glick—find their world turned upside
down. While Esther and Lizzie are accustomed to playing matchmaker, they don’t see
how a relationship with Jayce and Evelyn Schrock will ever work out.
As Evelyn and Jayce fight their feelings for each other, they both realize that matters
of the heart can’t be altered. But do they have what it takes to overhaul the only lives
they’ve ever known?
Bestselling and award-winning author Beth Wiseman has sold over two million books.
She is the recipient of the coveted Holt Medallion, a two-time Carol Award winner, and
has won the Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award three times. Her books have been on
various bestseller lists, including CBD, CBA, ECPA, and Publishers Weekly. Beth and
her husband are empty nesters enjoying country life in south central Texas. Visit her
online at BethWiseman.com; Facebook: AuthorBethWiseman; Twitter: @BethWiseman;
Instagram: @bethwisemanauthor.
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PLOT TWIST

Bethany Turner

February 4, 2003, is just another day for Olivia Ross—a greeting card writer whose
passion project is a screenplay of her own. After she and a handsome, struggling actor
have a near-magic encounter in a coffee shop, they make a spontaneous pact: in ten
years, after they’ve found the success they’re just sure they’re going to achieve, they’ll
return to the coffeehouse to partner up and make a film together. The only problem?
Olivia neglected to get the stranger’s name. But she doesn’t forget the date.
For the next ten years, every February 4, Olivia has an exceptional day, full of coincidences and ironies. As men come and go and return to her life, and as she continues
to write her screenplay, she still wonders about the guy from the coffee shop—the
nameless actor she’s almost certain was Hamish McDougal, now a famous member of
the Hollywood elite.
But a lot can happen in ten years, and while waiting for the curtain to rise on her fate,
the true story of Olivia’s life is being written—and if she’s not careful, she’ll completely
miss the epic romance playing out right before her eyes.
June 14, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
320 pages
9780785244486
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary

Bethany Turner is an award-winning author or romantic comedies including The Secret
Life of Sarah Hollenbeck, a finalist for the Christy Award. A former bank vice-president
and a three-time cancer survivor (all before she turned 35), Bethany now serves on
the executive staff of a growing church in Southwest Colorado, where she lives with
her husband and their two sons. She writes for a new generation of readers who crave
fiction that tackles the thorny issues of life with humor and insight.

THE ICE SWAN

J’nell Ciesielski

Amid the violent last days of the glittering Russian court, a Russian princess on the run
finds her heart where she least expects it.
1917, Petrograd. Fleeing the murderous flames of the Russian Revolution, princess
Svetlana Dalsky hopes to find safety in Paris with her mother and sister. But the city is
buckling under the weight of the Great War, and the Bolsheviks will not rest until they
have erased every Russian aristocrat from memory.
Born the second son of a duke, the only title Wynn MacCallan cares for is that of
surgeon. Putting his talents with a scalpel to good use in the hospitals in Paris, Wynn
pushes the boundaries of medical science to give his patients the best care possible.
While treating Svetlana for a minor injury, he is pulled into a world of decaying imperial
glitter and underground Russian clubs where drink, culture, and questionable dealings
collide on bubbles of vodka.
July 6, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
352 pages
9780785248422
FICTION / Romance /
Historical / 20th Century

Out of money and options, Svetlana is forced into a marriage of convenience with
Wynn, who will protect her and pay off her debts. It’s the right thing for a good man to
do, but Wynn can’t help hoping the marriage will turn into one of true affection. As the
Bolsheviks chase them to different corners of the earth, Wynn and Svetlana begin to
see they will never be able to outrun the love they have for one another.
With a passion for heart-stopping adventure and sweeping love stories, J’nell Ciesielski
weaves fresh takes into romances of times gone by. When not creating dashing heroes
and daring heroines, she can be found dreaming of Scotland, indulging in chocolate of
any kind, or watching old black and white movies. Winner of the Romance Through the
Ages Award and the Maggie Award, she is a Florida native who now lives in Virginia
with her husband, daughter, and lazy beagle. Learn more at jnellciesielski.com.
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LOVE’S DWELLING

Amish Blessings Series
Kelly Irvin

The first in a new Amish romance series set in Kansas, Love’s Dwelling reminds us
that family is more than what you are born into; it’s who you choose as well.
Cassie Yoder loves her job as a housekeeper for elderly couple Job and Dinah Keim.
Their only children, a son and daughter, left the Haven, Kansas, district and their faith
more than twenty years earlier with no contact. Cassie feels for the Keims because
her own parents’ infertility struggles left her an only child in a community where big
families are a blessing.
When Child Protective Services shows up on the Keims’ doorstep with their five
grandchildren, their quiet lives—and Cassie’s—are turned upside down. Mason, the
oldest grandson at twenty-two, believes his siblings should be his responsibility and
struggles with giving the Keims authority.
July 6, 2021
$15.99
Softcover
368 pages
9780310364481
FICTION / Romance / Amish &
Mennonite

Moving in with the Keims, Cassie jumps in with both feet and is happy for the challenge
of caring for these English-raised children.
Mason and Cassie strike up an uneasy alliance that turns into friendship, and then
something more, but neither dares to admit it. Can an English man and an Amish
woman find common ground and a home together?
Kelly Irvin is the bestselling author of the Every Amish Season and Amish of Bee
County series. The Beekeeper’s Son received a starred review from Publishers
Weekly, who called it a “beautifully woven masterpiece.” The two-time Carol Award
finalist is a former newspaper reporter and retired public relations professional. Kelly
lives in Texas with her husband, photographer Tim Irvin. They have two children, three
grandchildren, and two cats. In her spare time, she likes to read books by her favorite
authors.

THE ONE YOU’RE WITH

Lauren K. Denton

High-school sweethearts Mac and Edie Swan lead a seemingly picture-perfect life in
the sleepy-sweet community of Spring Hill, near Mobile, Alabama. Edie is a respected
interior designer, Mac is a beloved pediatrician, and they have a historic home on treelined Linden Avenue, two great kids, and an orange cat named Ramona.
From the outside, the Swan family is the definition of “the good life.” And life is good-mostly. Until a young woman walks into Mac’s office one day. A young woman whose
very existence threatens all Mac and Edie have built and all they think they know about
each other.
Nineteen years after a summer apart, with a family and established lives and careers,
the past that Mac and Edie thought they left behind has come back to greet them. For
the first time, constants in their lives are called into question: their roles as parents, their
reputation as upstanding members of the community, and the very foundations of their
marriage.
July 6, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
368 pages
9780785232575
FICTION / Women

As they wade through the upheaval in both their family and professional lives, they must
each examine choices they made long ago and chart a new course for their future.
Lauren K. Denton is the author of USA TODAY bestselling novels The Hideaway
and Hurricane Season. She was born and raised in Mobile, Alabama, and now lives
with her husband and two daughters in Homewood, just outside Birmingham. Though
her husband tries valiantly to turn her into a mountain girl, she’d still rather be at the
beach. Website: LaurenKDenton.com; Instagram: LaurenKDentonBooks; Facebook:
LaurenKDentonAuthor; Twitter: @LaurenKDenton.
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MAKE YOU FEEL MY LOVE

Robin Lee Hatcher

One broken woman. One lost man. And the long-buried secrets tying them together.
After escaping an abusive relationship, Chelsea Spencer flees to Chickadee Creek—
the town where her great aunt Rosemary owns a quaint little antique shop. There,
Chelsea plans to help with the shop as her aunt heals from an accident—and perhaps
find some healing of her own.
Liam Chandler was one film away from a leading role when his brother Jacob was
stricken with cancer. After spending the last months of Jacob’s life with him in Boise,
Liam heads to the vacation home he built outside of Chickadee Creek to get his life and
his faith back on track.
While working to clean out a storage room in the antique shop, Chelsea finds an old
violin. Aunt Rosemary says she may have the instrument, but they soon learn it is very
valuable and once belonged to Cora Chandler, Liam’s great-great-grandmother.
July 13, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
320 pages
9780785241409
FICTION / Christian /
Romance / General

Drawn together by the old violin and stories from the past, Chelsea and Liam begin to
find answers for their present and the future God has in store for them.
Robin Lee Hatcher is the author of over 80 novels and novellas with over five million
copies of her books in print. She is known for her heartwarming and emotionally charged
stories of faith, courage, and love. Her numerous awards include the RITA Award, the
Carol Award, the Christy Award, the HOLT Medallion, the National Reader’s Choice
Award, and the Faith, Hope & Love Reader’s Choice Award. Robin is also the recipient
of prestigious Lifetime Achievement Awards from both American Christian Fiction
Writers and Romance Writers of America. When not writing, she enjoys being with her
family, spending time in the beautiful Idaho outdoors, Bible art journaling, reading books
that make her cry, watching romantic movies, and decorative planning. Robin makes
her home on the outskirts of Boise, sharing it with a demanding Papillon dog and a
persnickety tuxedo cat.

THIS TIME AROUND

Three Sweet Romances
Denise Hunter, Melissa Ferguson, Kathleen Fuller
A Summer Detour by Denise Hunter
In order to prove herself to her parents, free-spirited Allie Adams undertakes the
responsibility of delivering her grandparents’ newly-restored ’57 Chevy for their 50th
wedding anniversary party. But an unfortunate oversight forces her to make the road
trip with Luke Fletcher, the man who callously broke her heart years ago. The journey
soon dissolves into a series of misfortunes, obliging the antagonistic travelers to spend
even more time together. As they overcome challenges and obstacles, they remember
the spark that once flared between them. But they must decide if they’re willing to risk
their hearts again—or if the personal cost is simply too great.
Pining for You by Melissa Ferguson

July 13, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
320 pages
9780785248767
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary

Theo Watkins III is a respectable man—the kind who drives a Tesla, not a tractor. But
when he discovers that the caretaker of his family-inherited Christmas tree farm is
injured during planting season, he drives up to support the man who has been like a
father to him. Three months into her move back to the family farm, Skye Whitesides
expected to run into Theo eventually. What she didn’t expect was for Theo to offer
up his services for the farm. Not that he has any services—her childhood best friend
and the man who broke her heart seventeen years ago wouldn’t know which part of
the shovel was the handle. As the two are forced to work together, she finds herself
lowering her guard and starting to trust Theo. Is he truly the man she hopes him to be,
or will he break her heart again?
He Loves Me; He Loves Me Not by Kathleen Fuller
Thirty-five-year-old Sophie has spent years making her floral shop, Petals and Posies,
a success, and her love life has suffered. She’s avoided romance since her ex broke
her heart, but now she’s ready to start dating again. Joe has known Sophie since
kindergarten, but sparks have never flown between them. He’s finally decided to get
back into the dating pool after spending the past fifteen years coaching, teaching, and
working with underprivileged kids. He decides to ask out Sophie. But to his dismay,
someone else is also vying for her attention. Should Sophie listen to Joe—and her
heart? Or should she take a chance with Landon, the slick lawyer she’s also attracted
to? Will Joe, who hates conflict, do the easy thing and let Sophie and Landon be
together? Or force himself out of his comfort zone because he is unable to let her go?
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WOMAN IN SHADOW

Carrie Stuart Parks

Carrie Stuart Parks combines her expertise as a forensic artist with her ability to craft a
gripping story in this page-turning web of light and shadow.
A woman off the grid.
Darby Graham thinks she’s on a much-needed vacation in remote Idaho to relax. But
before she even arrives at the ranch, an earthquake strikes—her first clue that something is amiss. Then when a cabin on the edge of town is engulfed in flames and problems at the ranch escalate, Darby finds herself immersed in a chilling mystery.
A town on fire.
A serial arsonist sends taunting letters to the press after each fire. As a forensic linguist,
this is Darby’s area of expertise . . . but the scars it’s caused her also the reason she’s
trying to escape from her life.
July 13, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780785239840
FICTION / Christian /
Suspense

A growing darkness.
As the shadows continue to move in, the pieces of the town around her come into
sharper focus. Can she trust the one man who sees her clearly?
Carrie Stuart Parks is a Christy, multiple Carol, and Inspy Award–winning author.
She was a 2019 finalist in the Daphne du Maurier Award for excellence in mainstream
mystery/suspense and has won numerous awards for her fine art as well. An
internationally known forensic artist, she travels with her husband, Rick, across the
US and Canada teaching courses in forensic art to law-enforcement professionals.
The author/illustrator of numerous books on drawing and painting, Carrie continues to
create dramatic watercolors from her studio in the mountains of Idaho.

AN AMISH SCHOOLROOM

Three Stories
Amy Clipston, Kathleen Fuller, Shelley Shepard Gray
From three bestselling authors of Amish fiction come three charming stories of new
school years and new romance.
A Class for Laurel by Amy Clipston
Adventurous Laurel Weaver leaves Pennsylvania to answer a newspaper ad for a
teaching position in Colorado. She stays with handsome Glen Troyer’s family, and
they become close. However, she never intended to stay in Colorado, and his family
doesn’t approve of her outgoing ways. Now she can’t bear to think of leaving Glen and
her beloved students, but she’s beginning to feel like she’s out of options. Will Laurel
and Glen push through the obstacles and fight for love?
A Lesson on Love by Kathleen Fuller
August 3, 2021
$15.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780310365822
FICTION / Romance / Amish &
Mennonite

Priscilla Miller left her Amish community twelve years ago to pursue her dream of being
a country singer, but she’s missed her faith and her family. Now, she’s moving in with
her cousin, Hiram, in Birch Creek to be a schoolteacher. Micah Glick recently moved
there as well to put the past behind him. As the community comes together to build a
new schoolhouse, Priscilla and Micah are thrown together. They bond over their love
of music, but soon it appears that Priscilla’s dreams of fame just might be coming true.
She has to give up something, and Micah worries that it will be their faith . . . and his
heart.
Wendy’s Twenty Reasons by Shelley Shepard Gray
Wendy Schwartz is used to people underestimating her, but she’s sure she can be a
great teacher. Unfortunately, it’s a disaster not long after she starts, and soon her job
is in jeopardy. To make matters more complicated, she worries that she’s falling for the
son of the older couple she’s boarding with. Lewis Weaver knows he shouldn’t have
a romantic relationship with a tenant, but he can’t help but be drawn to her. When a
dangerous ice storm traps Wendy in the schoolroom with her students, uncomfortable
truths will have to be faced by everyone in town that just might change the future for
everyone.
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THE GOLD IN THESE HILLS

Joanne Bischof

Two second-chance love stories, hope across the centuries, and the legacy that binds
them together.
Upon arriving at Kenworthy, California, mail-order-bride Juniper Cohen was met by the
pounding of the gold mine, the rowdiness of its prospectors, and her greatest surprise
of all: the love of the kind man who awaited her. But when the mine proves empty of
profit, and when Juniper’s husband vanishes, doubt and discouragement are as prevalent as the pioneers fleeing this dwindling boomtown.
As winter blows in, Juniper pens a series of letters to her husband but fears she is waiting on a ghost—or worse, an outlaw. Carving out survival for her and her young daughter in a ghost town requires trusting in the kindness of a few remaining souls, including
the one who can unlock the mystery of her husband’s disappearance.

August 31, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780785241355
FICTION / Christian /
Romance / Historical

A century later, trying to escape the heartache of his failed marriage, Johnny Sutherland
throws himself into raising his child and restoring a hundred-year-old abandoned farmhouse in California’s San Jacinto Mountains. While exploring its secrets he uncovers
the letters Juniper wrote to her Dearest John and is moved by the handwritten accounts
that bear his name. Having learned that truth and courage go hand in hand, Johnny
dares to love again, and armed with lessons from the past, a modern-day romance
unfolds in the very same mountains that once held a love story that touched history.
Joanne Bischof is an ACFW Carol Award and ECPA Christy Award-winning author.
She writes deeply layered fiction that tugs at the heartstrings. She was honored to
receive the San Diego Christian Writers Guild Novel of the Year Award in 2014 and in
2015 was named Author of the Year by the Mount Hermon conference. Joanne’s 2016
novel, The Lady and the Lionheart, received an extraordinary 5 Star TOP PICK! from
RT Book Reviews, among other critical acclaim. She lives in the mountains of Southern
California with her three children. Visit her online at JoanneBischof.com; Facebook:
Author, JoanneBischof; Instagram: @JoanneBischof.

MATCHED AND MARRIED

An Amish Mail-Order Bride Novel
Kathleen Fuller

She has no plans of getting married. Marriage couldn’t be further from his mind. But
can an Amish community with love on the brain bring two reluctant lovebirds together?
Margaret Yoder is a free spirit, to the worry of her mother. When her mother sees an
advertisement encouraging want-to-be brides to visit the Amish community of Birch
Creek, she forces Margaret to make another visit to her cousins, the Yoders.
When Margaret arrives, she discovers everyone has marriage on their mind, except
for Ezra Bontrager, who has problems of his own to deal with, and the last thing he
needs is to be pressured into getting married. Since the advertisement was first placed,
several women have arrived in Birch Creek, and Ezra sees that the tables have turned
for the bachelors in his community. He finds Margaret refreshing, since she’s the one
single woman who isn’t trying to pin him down as a husband. But that doesn’t mean he’s
attracted to her . . . or does it?
September 7, 2021
$15.99
Softcover
320 pages
9780310358961
FICTION / Romance / Amish &
Mennonite

With over a million copies sold, Kathleen Fuller is the author of several bestselling
novels, including the Hearts of Middlefield novels, the Middlefield Family novels, the
Amish of Birch Creek series, and the Amish Letters series as well as a middle-grade
Amish series, the Mysteries of Middlefield. Visit her online at KathleenFuller.com;
Instagram: kf_booksandhooks; Facebook: WriterKathleenFuller; Twitter: @TheKatJam.
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THE HEART OF SPLENDID LAKE

Amy Clipston

Bestselling author Amy Clipston transports readers to a picturesque lakeside town in
this heartwarming contemporary romance.
Brianna is the youngest of the three Porter sisters and the only one who chose to stay in
the small town of Splendid Lake, North Carolina. She followed in her father’s footsteps
and became an expert boat mechanic, helping him run their small resort with cabin
rentals, a convenience store, and a marina.
When Brianna’s father unexpectedly dies, Brianna is steeped in grief and guilt—then
left alone to clean up the mess. To make matters worse, a constant stream of real
estate brokers begins marching through her property, offering to buy the family land. In
particular, she keeps running into handsome real estate mogul Scott Gibson.
As Brianna struggles to keep it all together, Scott finds his way into her heart. And as
the two fight against their feelings, they just might find themselves forging a surprising
and exciting new love at Splendid Lake.
September 14, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
352 pages
9780785252900
FICTION / Romance / Clean &
Wholesome

Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish
Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and
Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple bestseller lists including CBD,
CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North Carolina
with her husband, two sons, and four spoiled rotten cats.

THE MOZART CODE

Rachel McMillan

From author Rachel McMillan comes a richly researched historical romance that takes
place in post-World War II Europe and features espionage and a strong female lead.
Lady Sophia Huntington Villiers is no stranger to intrigue, as her work with Alan Turing’s
Bombe Machines at Bletchley Park during the war attests. Her wartime marriage of
convenience to Simon Barre, the eighth earl of Camden, granted her the independence
she craved and saved his estate. Now, as part of his covert team in postwar Vienna,
she uses her charm to uncover a lethal double agent immersed in the world of relics—
including the long lost death mask of Mozart.
Simon is determined to gather any information he can to end the Cold War before it
becomes as devastating as the war Britain has just won. He has been secretly in love
with Sophie Villiers for years, and their work together in Vienna leads him to hope for
genuine romance in their marriage. Until a mission in Prague drives Sophie to a decision that will brand her not only a traitor to her country but also to her husband.
September 21, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780785235057
FICTION / Romance /
Historical / 20th Century

With Sophie’s allegiance in question, Simon is torn between his duty to the crown and
saving the woman who might have betrayed his cause and his heart.
Rachel McMillan is the author of The Herringford and Watts mysteries, The Van
Buren and DeLuca mysteries, and The Three Quarter Time series of contemporary
Viennese romances. She is also the author of Dream, Plan, Go: A Travel Guide to
Inspire Independent Adventure. Rachel lives in Toronto, Canada.
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‘TWAS THE SEASON OF ADVENT

Family Devotional and Stories for the Christmas Season
Glenys Nellist
Begin a new Advent family tradition with this beautiful celebration of the season! Fill
your hearts with joy as you read and reflect on this most special of seasons in our faith.
From Glenys Nellist, the bestselling author of the Snuggle Time and Love Letters from
God series as well as the holiday favorites ‘Twas the Evening of Christmas and ‘Twas
the Morning of Easter, comes ‘Twas the Season of Advent, a beautiful and heartwarming
celebration of Advent that’s perfect for the entire family. Perfect as a family devotional,
each day of Advent is celebrated with stories from the Old and New Testaments,
highlighting the promise of Christ’s birth.
October 5, 2021
$19.99
Jacketed Hardcover
48 pages
9780310734154
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Holidays & Celebrations /
Christmas & Advent

Written in both prose and poetry, ‘Twas the Season of Advent will engage children and
adults alike and become a new holiday tradition for families everywhere!
‘Twas the season of Advent, when all through the earth,
People were pausing to ponder Christ’s birth.
The bright lights were hung ‘round the doorframes with care
In hopes that Christmastime soon would be there…
Prepare the way for the LORD. Isaiah 40:3
Glenys Nellist was born and raised in a little village in northern England. The author of
multiple children’s books including the bestselling ‘Twas the Evening of Christmas and
the popular series Love Letters
from God and Snuggle Time,
her writing reflects a deep
passion for helping children
discover joy in the world.
Glenys lives in Michigan with
her husband, David. Learn
more at GlenysNellist.com.

THE BEGINNER’S BIBLE PRESCHOOL WORKBOOK

Early Learning Activities for Reading Readiness, Numbers,
Handwriting, and More

Based on The Beginner’s Bible, this collection of activities in The Beginner’s Bible
Preschool Workbook will encourage young children ages 3 to 5 to grow in their faith
and have fun while learning their letters and numbers and practicing their fine motor
skills. Children will enjoy over 200 pages of activities, including handwriting exercises,
letter and number activities, mazes, connect-the-dots, matching games, and more.
The beloved The Beginner’s Bible brand is the bestselling Bible storybook of our
time, with more than 25 million products sold. The simple pencil-and-paper activities
in The Beginner’s Bible Preschool Workbook are based on classic Bible stories and
characters such as Adam and Eve, Noah, the life of Jesus, and more.
July 6, 2021
$9.99
Softcover
208 pages
9780310751670
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Religious / Christian / Learning
Concepts

The Beginner’s Preschool Workbook:
• Provides preschool level practice of letters and numbers
• Will help develop creativity and problem-solving skills
• Can be taken wherever
children go, whether at
church, home, or with friends
Features activities designed to
help children learn preschool skills
while also learning of God’s love
for them, one Bible story at a time.
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FIONA AND THE RAINY DAY

I Can Read!, Level 1
Richard Cowdrey with Donald Wu

It is raining but Fiona still wants to hang out with her good friends at the zoo. When
Flamingo stops by Hippo Cove for a visit, she brings her big umbrella. A story of
sharing and caring about friends—and the good thing about a little rain storm too.
Young readers will enjoy learning more about Fiona and her friends in this Level One
I Can Read about the little hippo that has captured hearts around the world with her
inspiring story and plucky personality.

June 1, 2021
$4.99
Softcover
32 pages
9780310771036
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Hippos & Rhinos

Richard Cowdrey’s favorite things to draw and paint are the things that reflect the
awesomeness of God and his creation. From vast landscapes to the littlest bug on a
leaf, Richard marvels at the beauty in the details.
Richard’s bestselling children’s books include
Fiona the Hippo, Legend of the Candy Cane, Bad
Dog, Marley and A Very Marley Christmas.

FANTASTIC FIONA

I Can Read!, Level 1
Richard Cowdrey with Donald Wu
Join Fiona the hippo as she visits her zoo friends, finding out what makes each one
special. Is it their speedy running? Their lovely singing? And what makes Fiona so
special to all of her friends?
Young readers will enjoy learning more about Fiona and her friends in this Level One
I Can Read about the little hippo that has captured hearts around the world with her
inspiring story and plucky personality.

June 1, 2021
$4.99
Softcover
32 pages
9780310771005
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Hippos & Rhinos

Richard Cowdrey’s favorite things to draw and paint are the things that reflect the
awesomeness of God and his creation. From vast landscapes to the littlest bug on a
leaf, Richard marvels at the beauty in the details.
Richard’s bestselling children’s books include
Fiona the Hippo, Legend of the Candy Cane, Bad
Dog, Marley and A Very Marley Christmas.
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THE BERENSTAIN BEARS BEARS ON TIME

Solving the Lateness Problem!
Mike Berenstain

Encourages children that doing your best to keep your word and be on time is not
only the polite thing to do, it’s also the right thing to do in this inspiring story from the
Berenstain Bears Living Lights collection.
The Bear family is a busy family. They have lots to do like getting to school and soccer
practice and music lessons and the grocery store. They have to go to the doctor, the
dentist, the vet, the barber, and even the beauty parlor every now and then.
July 13, 2021
$3.99
Saddle Stitch
24 pages
9780310764564
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious /
Christian / Values & Virtues

The trouble is, everyone is always running late.
The family gathers around the Storybook Bible and learns a powerful lesson from
Jonah, giving them a renewed purpose and focus. Inspired by the good advice from
the Bible, Papa Bear comes up with a lateness plan ... but will the rest of the Bear
family stick with it?
Stan and Jan Berenstain introduced the first Berenstain Bears books in 1962. Mike
Berenstain grew up watching his parents work together to write about and draw these
lovable bears. Eventually he started drawing and writing about them too. Though Stan
died in 2005 and Jan in 2012, Mike continues to create the delightful Bear adventures
from his studio in Pennsylvania, in an area that looks much like the sunny dirt road
deep in Bear Country.

LOVE IS

Paola Escobar
First Corinthians 13 has become one of the most beloved passages from scripture,
telling readers young and old how powerful and necessary the gift of love is in our
lives.
Love Is brings the text of 1 Corinthians 13 to life in a unique and fresh perspective.
Readers see, through the beautiful, nature-filled illustrations from critically acclaimed
artist Paola Escobar, that from beginning to end and through good times and
challenging ones, love is a constant positive force in the lives of those touched by it.
This giftable picture book is perfect for reading aloud to someone you love.

August 17, 2021
$17.99
Jacketed Hardcover
32 pages
9780310767756
JUVENILE FICTION / Religious /
Christian / Inspirational

Paola Escobar is a graphic designer and illustrator from Colombia. As a child she
loved drawing the stories told by her grandmother about their family and culture
and it was her dream to become an illustrator for children’s books. She is now the
illustrator of the award-winning picture book Planting Stories: The Life of Librarian and
Storyteller Pura Belpré as well as many other critically-acclaimed books. Paola lives
very happily in Bogotá, Colombia, with her husband and their dog, Flora.
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PUGTATO BABYSITS THE SNOUTS

Sophie Corrigan

Giggle-inducing text. Enchanting illustrations. Unique and loveable characters. Join
Pugtato as he takes on the job of babysitting the Brussels Snouts, who in their playful
way teach him that no matter how small you are, you can still do big, adventurous
things.
Pugtato thinks babysitting will be easy … how much trouble can baby Brussels
Snouts get into? But as the day unfolds, the rambunctious little Snouts decide to show
Pugtato they are not little babies, and prove that size doesn’t matter when it comes to
having lots of fun with your good spuddies.
September 7, 2021
$17.99
Jacketed Hardcover
32 pages
9780310734116
JUVENILE FICTION / Social
Themes / Friendship

If you enjoyed Pugtato Babysits the Snouts, check out these other Pugtato books:
Pugtato Finds a Thing and Pugtato, Let’s Be Best Spuddies.
Sophie Corrigan is a freelance illustrator and author from Lancashire, UK. She has
illustrated many diverse items from books to calendars to T-shirts and more! When
not illustrating and maintaining her online art shops, Sophie spends the spare time
she has going to shows, watching nature programs, eating vegetarian food, hanging
out with her pet cockatiels, and occasionally crafting cute things from wool and clay.

I WONDER: EXPLORING GOD’S GRAND STORY

An Illustrated Bible
Glenys Nellist

Through innovative storytelling and open-ended questions, I Wonder: Exploring God’s
Grand Story an Illustrated Bible offers a remarkable approach to teaching young minds
to wonder about the mysteries found in God’s Word.
Ever since imagining the world into being, God has placed wonder in the hearts
of children. The Bible is full of ‘I Wonder’ moments for all who open their hearts to
experience them, and I Wonder: Exploring God’s Grand Story helps show little ones
how to begin.

September 21, 2021
$17.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
192 pages
9780310768302
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Religion / Bible Stories / Old
Testament

Glenys Nellist was born and raised in a little village in northern England. The author
of multiple children’s books including the bestselling ‘Twas the Evening of Christmas
and the popular series Love Letters from God and Snuggle Time, her writing reflects
a deep passion for helping children discover joy in the world. Glenys lives in Michigan
with her husband, David. Learn more at GlenysNellist.com.
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NIGHT NIGHT, ANGEL

A Sleepy Christmas Celebration
Amy Parker
‘Tis the season for joy! Celebrate the family fun and season’s blessings of Christmas
with a young arctic fox as your family remembers that Jesus is the best gift of all. Amy
Parker’s delightful rhymes and Virginia Allyn’s sweet illustrations make Night Night,
Angel the perfect read-aloud for toddlers and preschoolers enjoying the Christmas
season.

September 21, 2021
$9.99
Board Book
20 pages
9781400212835
JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays
& Celebrations / Christmas &
Advent

Little fox loves all the excitement that Christmas brings to the forest: making creative
presents, placing the star on the tree, and making sure she is spotlight-ready for the
big Christmas play. But soon she realizes that the perfect gift has already been given
through the baby who arrived on the first Christmas night!
The Christmas theme and sparkling cover make Night Night, Angel perfect for an
Advent gift, stocking stuffer, or Christmas morning surprise from parents, grandparents,
Sunday school teachers, and friends. Your little angel will be ready to snuggle in for
the night as together you celebrate the many blessings of Christmas!
Amy Parker’s children’s books have sold more than a million copies, including two
Christian Retailing’s Best award-winning books and the bestselling books A Night
Night Prayer; Night Night, Farm; and Night Night, Train. Visit Amy at amyparkerbooks.
com and on Instagram @amyparkerbooks and Facebook @amyparkerauthor.

WALTER DOES HIS BEST

A Frenchie Adventure in Kindness and Muddy Paws
Eva Pilgrim
What does it mean to be a good neighbor? From Central Park to Broadway to Times
Square, Walter the French Bulldog is on a mission of kindness in this hilarious dog
adventure story from ABC’s Good Morning America’s Eva Pilgrim.
Walter’s heart is full of kindness, but this little dog’s efforts to help his neighbors
don’t go as planned. Journalist Eva Pilgrim’s charming narrative and Jessica Gibson’s
vibrant illustrations make Walter Does His Best a wonderful way to introduce kids
ages 4-8 to new adventures in kindness.

September 28, 2021
$17.99
Jacketed Hardcover
32 pages
9781400226771
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Dogs

Join Walter for a jaunt through Central Park, inside a Broadway theater, onto subway
cars, through the Rockefeller Center gardens, and all the way to Coney Island as he
tries his very, messy best to be a good dog--and learns that what matters most is the
love you share with others every day.
Eva Pilgrim is an ABC correspondent and co-host of Good Morning America: Weekend
Edition. Eva is building her life and career on kindness. From a young age, Eva’s mom
taught her that kind was the best thing she could be, and Eva still lives by that philosophy.
Eva and her colleagues at Good Morning America have developed a #nicegirls
movement, and she believes
that it makes the newsroom
a happier place and that it
produces better work. She
wants young people to know
that kindness is a strength, and
we all have an opportunity to
make the world brighter, one
action at a time.
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GIRAFFE’S LONG CHRISTMAS EVE

A Lift-the-Flap Book
Shahar Kober

It’s finally Christmas Eve, and Little Giraffe has lots to do to get ready for Christmas
morning in this delightful lift-the-flap board book for toddlers and preschoolers who
can’t wait for Christmas! Your little ones will identify with Little Giraffe’s restless
anticipation of Christmas--and you’ll understand Dad’s exhaustion!--in Giraffe’s Long
Christmas Eve.
This charming sequel to Giraffe’s Long Good-Night is a funny addition to your Advent
reading list, a great gift under the Christmas tree, or a stocking stuffer that’s sure
to please. Giraffe’s Long Christmas Eve will be a favorite with lively toddlers and
preschoolers who might be a little more tired than they realize.

October 5, 2021
$9.99
Lift-the-Flap Book
10 pages
9781400221899
JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays
& Celebrations / Christmas &
Advent

Shahar Kober is an illustrator and art director based in Israel. Shahar holds a degree
in design and now teaches illustration for animation. His favorite projects often include
adventurous animals.
You can visit him online
at skober.com.

SLOTHY CLAUS

A Christmas Story
MacKenzie Haley

What will children do when a sluggish Slothy Claus doesn’t make it to their home in
time for Christmas morning? This charming story helps kids learn that Christmas is
about more than just presents under the tree.

October 12, 2021
$12.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
40 pages
9781400223589
JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays
& Celebrations / Christmas &
Advent

Slothy Claus has lots of presents for good boys and girls this year, but how is this
notoriously lethargic animal supposed to travel all around the world in just one
night? You guessed it! Slothy takes his sweet time, and when kids wake up to empty
stockings and bare trees, it feels like Christmas is ruined! How will they ever find
happiness without their chocolates and toys?
Slothy Claus concludes with a summer scene complete with flip flops and a barbecue
when Slothy Claus finally flies down in his sleigh to deliver gift after gift--for a special
celebration of Christmas in July. With a bright, glittery cover, this fun picture book is
the perfect gift for advent or Christmas.
MacKenzie Haley is an illustrator based in her hometown of Louisville, Kentucky. She
received her BFA in illustration from the University of Dayton. She enjoys working with
bold colors, as well as patterns and textures. Some of her clients include Little Simon,
Cottage Door Press, Albert Whitman, and Page Street Kids. In her spare time, she
likes to run and
talk with her cats.
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WITH ALL YOUR HEART

Devotions for Girls
Kristi Holl with Jennifer Vogtlin

Beautiful and insightful, With All Your Heart offers girls 90 honest and relatable
devotions to strengthen their heart, spirit, and faith.
God wants every girl to know she’s awesome in his sight. He cares about everything—
from boys to bullies, friends to future goals, disappointments to discoveries. In this
ninety-day devotional, girls will grow closer to God as they share with him their
everyday achievements and dilemmas.
Each devotion includes a Scripture verse, an encouraging message, discussion
questions, and a short prayer. As they read through the devotions, girls will grow
more confident in their faith and the plans God has for them. Page by page, girls will
discover the amazing things in store for them when they follow God with all their heart.
June 1, 2021
$16.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
192 pages
9780310120490
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Religious / Christian /
Devotional & Prayer

Kristi Holl is an award-winning author of dozens of middle-grade novels and six
devotionals for girls. As a writing instructor with a background in elementary education,
Kristi’s books are on many recommended reading lists and have been nominated for
numerous Children’s Choice Awards. Kristi is married and has three grown daughters.
She lives in San Antonio, TX. Visit kristiholl.com to learn more.

DUDE PERFECT 101 TRICKS, TIPS, AND COOL STUFF

For the Ultimate Fan
Dude Perfect

This photo-intensive, behind-the-scenes look at the viral sensation Dude Perfect offers
step-by-step instructions for great do-it-at-home stunts along with valuable life lessons
such as perseverance and teamwork, direct from DP headquarters.
Tweens and teens will enjoy complete panda-monium with this incredible look at Dude
Perfect: five guys (and one mysterious panda) who are kickin’ it, throwin’ it, tossin’ it, and
shootin’ it for more than 53 million YouTube subscribers with more than ten billion views.

June 22, 2021
$28.99
Hardcover
256 pages
9781400217076
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Sports & Recreation / General

With an oversize format and Dude-worthy graphics, Dude Perfect 101 Tricks, Tips, and
Cool Stuff includes . . .
• Step-by-step instructions on how to perform some of the Dudes’ dynamite tricks
using easy-to-obtain items.
• Behind-the-scenes glimpses at those hilarious stereotype videos and extreme
sports moments.
• Dude-perfect teaching about what a blast patience, perseverance, teamwork,
friendship, and faith can be.
• Fun science facts behind the seemingly impossible tricks--because really, how did they
do that?!
• Infographics with “No way!” truths from the
inspirational to the absurd.
• A deeper look into each Dude’s personal life,
including stats, favorite stunts, and insights.
Ideal for down time or simply a weekend at home,
each trick in Dude Perfect 101 Tricks, Tips, and
Cool Stuff is the perfect combination of challenging
and doable to keep your young reader off-screen
for hours. This interactive book is a great gift for
birthdays, Easter baskets, holiday gift giving, or
just because.
Whether your own trickster wants to perform solo,
challenge a friend, or host a family date night, this
visually engaging book is a slam-dunk for anyone
who is young at heart.
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ROAR LIKE A LION

90 Devotions to a Courageous Faith
Levi Lusko with Tama Fortner
Covering topics such as peer pressure, purpose, loss, challenges, and faith, Roar Like
a Lion encourages your kids to “run toward the roar” as they face their fears, knowing
that God is with them every step of the way.
Pastor and bestselling author Levi Lusko is known for making tough topics accessible
while drawing his readers toward a richer spiritual life. In his first children’s devotional for ages 6 to 10, Lusko tackles real issues our kids face with a lighthearted and
approachable tone. Eye-catching art, fascinating stories and facts, Bible verses and
prayers, and simple action steps in this 90-day devotional help kids approach both fun
moments and tough times with their hearts set on God’s faithfulness.
September 14, 2021
$18.99
Hardcover
192 pages
9781400224364
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Religious / Christian /
Devotional & Prayer

As a parent and pastor, Lusko is able to address real-life situations with compassion,
grace, and biblical authenticity. Roar Like a Lion is a great way to spark discussion with
your kids on meaningful topics and get them in the habit of reading a biblically based
devotional.
Offering practical approaches to faith in everyday life,
Roar Like a Lion will inspire your kids to nurture their
personal faith in a God strong enough to protect and
guide them as they run toward the roar of the challenges in their lives.
Levi Lusko is the founder and lead pastor of Fresh
Life Church located in Montana, Wyoming, Oregon,
and Utah. He is the bestselling author of Through
the Eyes of a Lion, Swipe Right, and I Declare War.
Levi also travels the world speaking about Jesus. He
and his wife, Jennie, have one son, Lennox, and four
daughters: Alivia, Daisy, Clover, and Lenya, who is in
heaven.

ANXIOUS FOR NOTHING (YOUNG READERS EDITION)

Living Above Anxiety and Loneliness
Max Lucado with Andrea Lucado

Written for kids ages 8-12, this Bible-based book draws on content from Max Lucado’s bestselling book Anxious for Nothing to help young people overcome the anxiety
and pressures of today’s world and come to a deeper understanding of God’s constant, loving presence.
In this chaotic age of social media, packed schedules, and an increasing awareness
of the world’s problems, it’s normal for young people to feel overwhelmed sometimes.
But the good news of the gospel has not changed. This encouraging, let’s-start-now
book is the perfect tool to help tweens take control of their feelings and choose to
focus on God’s truth.

July 13, 2021
$15.99
Softcover
192 pages
9781400229543
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Religious / Christian /
Inspirational

This much-needed book adapts content from You Are Not Alone as well as from Anxious for Nothing, which has sold over 900,000 copies. With the warmth and authenticity that has made him a beloved pastor and writer, Max Lucado offers young readers:
• biblical hope and powerful strategies to help them flourish under the mounting
struggles of the middle grade years
• encouragement that God is near, He cares, and He listens
• truths to claim for themselves in difficult moments
• practical ways to work through their worries and rely on God’s faithfulness
Practical, motivating, and biblically grounded, Anxious for Nothing (Young Readers
Edition) is a timely book for any tween who sometimes feels overwhelmed, lonely, or
anxious, or who simply wants to know more of God’s abundant joy and peace.
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami, Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as Teaching
Minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America’s bestselling inspirational
author with more than 140 million products in print. Visit his website at MaxLucado.com.
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CASTLE OF REFUGE

Melanie Dickerson

Audrey is a viscount’s daughter who has suffered her sister Maris’s cruel, jealous
behavior all her life. An act of malice led their father to send Maris to a convent, but
Audrey was still left with scars. Three years later, Audrey’s father is determined to
marry off his damaged daughter, and Maris is returning. Desperate, Audrey sneaks
away.
However, life outside her home is dangerous, and she soon finds herself attacked,
injured, and in dire straits. She is taken in at Dericott Castle to be nursed back to
health. While there, she decides to keep her identity a secret and work as a servant in
the castle. But she doesn’t count on falling in love with the young and handsome Lord
Dericott, who lost his arm several months earlier.

June 1, 2021
$18.99
Jacketed Hardcover
336 pages
9780785234043
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Fairy
Tales & Folklore / Adaptations

Meanwhile, Edwin—Lord Dericott—is curious about the new, well-educated servant’s
identity. When the man Audrey’s father wanted her to marry comes looking for her,
each must make a life-changing decision about what to believe and whether or not
love is truly worth trusting.
In this Ugly Duckling retelling, New York Times bestselling author Melanie Dickerson
brilliantly crafts a high-stakes, encouraging tale about the power of love.
Melanie Dickerson is a New York Times bestselling author and a Christy Award
winner. Her first book, The Healer’s Apprentice, won the National Readers’ Choice
Award for Best First Book in 2010, and The Merchant’s Daughter won the 2012 Carol
Award. Melanie spends her time daydreaming, researching the most fascinating
historical time periods, and writing stories at her home near Huntsville, Alabama,
where she gathers dandelion greens for her two adorable guinea pigs between
writing and editing her happily ever afters. Visit her online at MelanieDickerson.com;
Facebook: MelanieDickersonBooks; Twitter: @MelanieAuthor.
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A SURRENDERED YES

52 Devotions to Let Go and Live Free
Rebekah Lyons
Even when circumstances feel wildly out of your control, you can make the decision
each day to say yes to who God says you are in Him. This 52-week devotional from
bestselling author Rebekah Lyons offers practical advice and spiritual wisdom to help
you find renewed freedom in your daily rhythms as you intentionally focus on what God
has for you in every moment of life.

September 14, 2021
$19.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
240 pages
9780310457572
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Devotional

Rebekah Lyons found new freedom in discovering that yes in her own life as she and
her husband made a cross-country move and adopted a child with Down syndrome.
Along the way, she realized that when we say yes in even the small, ordinary moments
of life, we experience renewed spiritual vitality for every aspect of God’s calling. In A
Surrendered Yes, Rebekah draws on biblical truths and her personal story to inspire
you to:
• Find freedom from the approval of others
• Use your time and energy to live a life of intention
• Practice Sabbath to maintain your emotional, physical, and spiritual health
• Release control to find God’s presence in play and laughter
• Experience the truth that God is enough
A beautiful cover and ribbon marker make A Surrendered Yes a thoughtful gift for
anyone who enjoyed Rebekah’s bestseller Rhythms of Renewal, or a loved one looking
for a rich yearly devotional. Discover the delight of living from a place of renewal in your
daily routines and lifelong dreams. Live with joy instead of regret. Freedom instead of
fear. Rest instead of striving. Say yes.
Rebekah Lyons is a national speaker, host of the Rhythms for Life podcast, and
bestselling author of Rhythms of Renewal, You Are Free, and Freefall to Fly. An old
soul with a contemporary, honest voice, Rebekah reveals her own battles to overcome
anxiety and depression—and invites others to discover and boldly pursue their Godgiven purpose. Alongside her husband, Gabe, Rebekah finds joy in raising four
children, two of whom have Down syndrome. Her work has been featured on The
TODAY Show, Good Morning America, CNN, FOX News, Publisher’s Weekly Starred
Review, and more.

YOU ARE ESSENTIAL

100 Inspirational Reminders of How Much You Matter
With 100 uplifting quotes and stories along with vibrant artwork, You Are Essential is
for the essential people in your life--including you!--who need a reminder that what they
do matters.
We all have essential people in our lives, whether they are friends, family, or someone
we are meeting for the first time at the doctor’s office or grocery pick-up line. Designed
to be given as an encouragement or thank-you to others or as a self-purchase to remind
yourself how much the world needs you, You Are Essential includes:
• Inspirational quotes
• Encouraging stories
• Colorful artwork
April 20, 2021
$14.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
176 pages
9781400228447
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Inspirational

The perfect way to let someone know you see all that they are doing and that you’re
grateful, You Are Essential is a beautiful celebration of the human spirit and a reminder
that no matter what, we
will always need each
other.
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MIDNIGHT DAD DEVOTIONAL

100 Devotions and Prayers to Connect Dads Just Like You to the Father
Becky Thompson and Dr. Mark Pitts
For the new daddy changing diapers at 3 in the morning, for the dad of tweens who
wonders if he is enough, for the father of teenagers who feels disconnected, Midnight
Dad Devotional offers the encouragement and biblical grounding that has made the
Midnight Mom and Midnight Dad Devotional Facebook Communities a help to parents
around the world.

April 27, 2021
$16.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
224 pages
9781400228331
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Devotional

The Midnight Mom Devotional Community has become a global movement of prayer
and encouragement for mamas everywhere, launching Midnight Mom Devotional to
bestseller lists and into over a million moms’ hearts. Now author Becky Thompson and
her dad, Dr. Mark Pitts, offer a new book for dads who need to know God is with them
on the parenting journey. Midnight Dad Devotional gives dads in all seasons of life:
• A sense of connection with other fathers
• Strength for each night and the day ahead
• Wisdom from the Bible for tough situations
• Affirmation of the importance of their role
• Reassurance that God is with them
Just as Midnight Mom Devotional has equipped so many moms to love their kids
well, Midnight Dad Devotional helps each dad find courage in the calm of the night,
knowing that men around the world are joining him in prayer--and that God is more
than capable of guiding him into the morning.
Becky Thompson is the founder of the Midnight Mom Devotional community on
Facebook where more than one million moms gather nightly for prayer. Becky is the
author of six books, Hope Unfolding, Love Unending, Truth Unchanging, My Real
Story, Midnight Mom Devotional, and the soon to be released title, Peace. She has
a captivating way of becoming the voice for women in need of hope, healing, and the
Father’s love. Becky lives just outside of Nashville with her husband, Jared, and their
three children.
Mark R. Pitts, Becky Thompson’s father, writes and posts the nightly prayers on the
Midnight Dad Devotional Facebook page, managing the community on his own. The
page now has as organic growth of more than 100,000 men who share and engage
with the nightly prayers.

MOVE DEVOTIONAL

A Guide to Get Up and Go Forward
Brian Tome
Propel your life forward with this devotional just for men as you dig into Scripture,
strengthen your prayer life, and take practical challenges designed to get you off your
spiritual couch and into a more fulfilling life.
Move Devotional by pastor, husband, and dad Brian Tome is perfect for any man who
is tired of the status quo and wants to live a life of greater spiritual strength and power.
This inspiring, accessible book includes:
• Practical strategies for the everyday man to make positive changes in his life
• Guidance on how to deal with real-life struggles
• Motivation to get moving
• Scripture, prayer prompts, and authentic stories from the author
May 11, 2021
$18.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
224 pages
9780310458647
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Devotional

With 70 entries about work, rest, family, purpose, prayer, spiritual growth, and more,
Move Devotional is fitting for men in any season of life. Move Devotional is ideal for
high school and college graduations, Father’s Day, birthdays, and New Year’s, and is
an excellent gift for men who:
• want a deeper spiritual life but don’t know where to start.
• are facing a time of transition or looking for change in their lives.
• are in a men’s small group and want to take practical steps together.
• want straight talk about real life, not sugar-coated religious cliches.
So get real. Get moving. Take ownership of your spiritual life and find lasting fulfillment
like never before.
Brian Tome leads Crossroads church, a movement of more than 12,000 people
connecting their seeking friends to a community of growing Christ-followers who are
changing the world through combating poverty in Cincinnati, building an HIV/AIDS
clinic in South Africa, and battling child sex slavery in India.
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FIELDS OF GRACE

Sharing Faith from the Horse Farm
Cara Whitney
From her horse farm in Nebraska, Cara Whitney--wife of Dan Whitney (aka “Larry the
Cable Guy”)--shares down-to-earth stories about how ordinary people can share their
faith in extraordinary ways.
In the midst of uncertain and sometimes frightening times, sharing God’s love with
others gives us hope and purpose. With her humorous and often touching stories-many featuring horses, cows, and rascally dogs--Cara Whitney delightfully reminds us
that it’s always a good time to share the love of Jesus with your neighbor.

June 1, 2021
$17.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
224 pages
9781400220090
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

In Fields of Grace, Cara passes on lessons from her amazing animal teachers, such
as . . .
• What a barnyard horse brawl shows us about how God uses us in our weaknesses
• How caring for baby calves teaches us the value of letting go
• Why a carriage-pulling pack horse motivates us to be our best selves
• How a dance class inspires us to embrace our identity in Christ
• What a floppy-eared dog tells us about loving our neighbor
These charming yet powerful stories encourage us to care for others as we grow in our
own spiritual journeys. No matter what times we live in, the love of Christ can transform
lives--and help each of us to draw
closer to Him.
Cara Whitney grew up on a cattle
farm in Northern Wisconsin. She is
the author of the ECPA bestselling
book Unbridled Faith and has
appeared on Fox and Friends
and RFD-TV, among others. Cara
lives with her husband Dan (“Larry
the Cable Guy”) and two kids on a
horse farm in Nebraska.

LIVE YOUR DREAMS

Inspiration to Follow Your God-Given Passions
Are you feeling stuck? Unsure of what dreams God has for your life? Or maybe you
know the dreams He’s given you but are fearful of moving toward them? Take a journey to live out your dreams like never before--and discover that they are more beautiful
than you could have imagined.
With 75 inspirational readings combined with thought-provoking lists and questions,
rich prayers, and space for reflection, Live Your Dreams offers unique motivation for
discovering and relishing the life God has for you.
Beautifully interactive and practical, Live Your Dreams with a gentle, authentic voice:
• gives you the space you long for to prayerfully discover your personal passions
• invites you to explore, understand, and pursue your most heartfelt goals in life
• helps you process past regrets and broken dreams and then move forward into
God’s abundant grace and hope.
July 13, 2021
$17.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
160 pages
9781400220335
SELF-HELP / Motivational &
Inspirational

We each need the time and space to name our dreams and take the next step in
pursuing them. Live Your Dreams
helps you seek God to discover
the dreams He has given you and
realize that the pursuit of Him is
what brings those dreams to life.
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GOD HAS NOT FORGOTTEN YOU

He Is With You, Even in Uncertain Times
Dr. David Jeremiah

For anyone who is lonely or struggling with anxiety in times of uncertainty, find comfort
in knowing that you are deeply loved by God. In God Has Not Forgotten You, New York
Times bestselling author Dr. David Jeremiah will help you navigate the uncertainties
of the present while embracing God’s promises for the future.
This book invites you to experience the transforming power of God’s Word that will
help you:
• Trust God in uncertain and challenging times
• Know God is at work even when you can’t see it
• Deal with confusing or disappointing circumstances
August 3, 2021
$19.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
224 pages
9781400211364
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Growth

God Has Not Forgotten You is the perfect reminder that you are not alone and that
God is working all things together for your good.
Dr. David Jeremiah serves as senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community
Church in El Cajon, California. He is the founder and host of Turning Point, a ministry
committed to providing Christians with sound Bible teaching relevant to today’s
changing times through radio and television, the Internet, live events, and resource
materials and books. A bestselling author, Dr. Jeremiah has written more than forty
books. Dr. Jeremiah’s commitment to teaching the complete Word of God continues
to make him a sought-after speaker and writer. A dedicated family man, Dr. Jeremiah
and his wife, Donna, have four grown children and twelve grandchildren. Connect
with Dr. Jeremiah on Facebook (@drdavidjeremiah), Twitter (@davidjeremiah), and
on his website (davidjeremiah.org).

BAKING WITH THE BREAD LADY

100 Delicious Recipes You Can Master at Home
Sarah Gonzalez
This isn’t your ordinary bread book. In Baking with The Bread Lady, Sarah Gonzalez-lovingly known as “The Bread Lady”--shares her love for the art of baking that grew
from family tradition and the popularity of her Spring Hill, Tennessee, bakery. Growing
up in a family of talented home cooks and bakers, Sarah regularly experienced the
joy of preparing and sharing meals with people she loved. It was such an important
part of her life that she began to cultivate that same culture for others--friends, family,
and strangers alike.

August 31, 2021
$29.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
272 pages
9780310458272
COOKING / Courses & Dishes /
Bread

A creator at heart and a talented teacher, Sarah Gonzalez writes for both beginner
and veteran bakers as she shares:
• 100 original recipes (including gluten-free options) with beautiful photos
• Practical tips to learn to love baking from scratch
• Inspiring and fun stories such as “The Care and Feeding of Neighbors,” “Happy
Eggs,” and how her 170-year-old gingerbread recipe came to be
• New and creative baking concepts built on centuries of tradition
• Classic recipes and tricks to pass on to the next generation
Whether your kitchen, your neighborhood, or a long-distance video call is your
gathering place, connecting over food creates wonderful memories and lasting
relationships. Feed your body and nurture your mind and spirit with these creative
recipes, photos, and stories for every day of the year.
Having grown up with a family whose get-togethers were centered around baking,
cooking, and canning, Sarah
Gonzalez began making food to
help ease homesickness for herself
and the many other transplants
in the area. Without any formal
training, Sarah turned her lifelong
love of creating food and nurturing
people into a full-fledged bakery.
She started in her home kitchen
and eventually landed in a brickand-mortar store in the middle
of town. Spring Hill Bakery now
serves as an online baking school,
teaching people to create delicious
food, how to serve it, and how to
feed people.
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GREAT IS THY FAITHFULNESS

52 Reasons to Trust God When Hope Feels Lost
Robert J. Morgan
In times of waiting, grieving, or uncertainty, we sometimes wonder if God will fulfill
His promises. In Great Is Thy Faithfulness, trusted pastor Rob Morgan reminds us
through 52 scriptures and devotions that our loving God always follows through on
what He says He will do.
No matter your circumstances or feelings, one thing never changes: God is with
you. Pastor Rob Morgan discovered this through the years he cared for his wife with
multiple sclerosis. Now in Great Is Thy Faithfulness, Rob draws on that hard-won faith
to show us that God is present even in times of transition, loss, or doubt. As you sink
into the amazing attributes of God week after week, you will:
• Grow in your confidence of who God is
• Desire to know God more fully
• Transform your prayer life in light of God’s character
September 21, 2021
$19.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
224 pages
9780718083397
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Devotional

With undated entries covering a year of weekly devotions, this beautiful book makes
a timely gift for:
• A friend going through a difficult time or starting a new season of life
• New believers eager to strengthen their faith
• Anyone looking for inspiration to start regular devotional readings
Find rest for your soul as you are assured of God’s love and faithfulness. As the
psalmist tells us in Psalm 145:13, “The Lord is trustworthy in all he promises and
faithful in all he does.”
Robert J. Morgan is a writer and speaker who serves as the teaching pastor at The
Donelson Fellowship in Nashville. He is the author of The Red Sea Rules, The Strength
You Need, Reclaiming the Lost Art of Biblical Meditation, Then Sings My Soul, and
many other titles, with more than 4.5 million copies in circulation. He is available to
speak at conferences and conventions. Contact him at robertjmorgan.com.

MOONCAKES AND MILK BREAD

Sweet & Savory Recipes Inspired by Chinese Bakeries
Kristina Cho
In Mooncakes & Milk Bread, food blogger Kristina Cho (eatchofood.com) introduces
readers to Chinese bakery cooking with fresh, uncomplicated interpretations of classic
recipes for the modern baker.
Inside you’ll find sweet and savory baked buns, steamed buns, Chinese breads,
unique cookies, whimsical cakes, juicy dumplings, Chinese breakfast dishes, and
drinks. Recipes for steamed BBQ pork buns, pineapple buns with a thick slice of
butter, silky smooth milk tea, and chocolate Swiss rolls all make an appearance-because a book about Chinese bakeries wouldn’t be complete without them!

September 21, 2021
$29.95
Printed Caseside Hardcover
288 pages
9780785238997
COOKING / Regional & Ethnic /
Chinese

Kristina teaches you to whip up these delicacies like a pro, including how to
• Knead dough without a stand mixer
• Avoid collapsed steamed buns
• Infuse creams and custards with aromatic tea flavors
• Mix the most workable dumpling dough
• Pleat dumplings like an Asian grandma
This is the first book to exclusively focus on Chinese bakeries and cafes, but it isn’t
just for those nostalgic for Chinese bakeshop foods--it’s for all home bakers who want
exciting new recipes to add to their repertoires.
Kristina Cho grew up in Cleveland, Ohio, where family and cooking were a huge
part of her life. Before becoming a food blogger, Kristina studied and worked in
architecture and interior design. Architecture introduced her to the work of Charles
and Ray Eames, Mies van der Rohe, and Eero Saarinen. But she spent all her time
outside of the architecture studios discovering the flavors of Skyline Chili, Goetta, and
Graeter’s Ice Cream--all southern Ohio culinary classics. Today she has dedicated her
professional career to making, teaching, writing about, and photographing Chinese
baked goods and café food. She runs a regular dumpling-making workshop and also
has been an instructor at Dragers Cooking School in San Francisco.
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COZY WHITE COTTAGE SEASONS

100 Ways to Be Cozy All Year Long
Liz Marie Galvan

Whether you want to create a cozy winter wonderland in your living room, a blooming
summertime welcome on your deck, or an autumn refuge by your fireplace, Liz Marie
Galvan’s Cozy White Cottage Seasons gives you the inspiring photos, DIY ideas, and
fun recipes you need to feel at home on any budget and in every season.
DIY interior designer and popular blogger Liz Marie Galvan helps you create space to
snuggle up, stretch out, or kick back at home so you can focus on what matters most
during the holidays and every day. Following the popularity of Cozy White Cottage,
Cozy White Cottage Seasons is a beautiful, full-color photography holiday lifestyle
book with easy-to-do, practical tips to make your home a cozy haven from New Year’s
to the following Christmas. Here you’ll discover how to:
• Create cozy celebrations, traditions, and memories indoors and out
September 28, 2021
• Repurpose furniture and decor for every season
$27.99
• Cultivate your flare for vintage, modern, farmhouse, or a unique style all your
Printed Caseside Hardcover
own
240 pages
• Design a hot cocoa bar--and make other seasonally cozy recipes
9781400224555
• Use lighting and color to create loving spaces
HOUSE & HOME / Decorating &
• Store and manage holiday clutter
Furnishings
• Enjoy seasonal plants in outdoor or kitchen sink gardens
• Be inspired by family-friendly bucket lists for every season
Liz’s design tips and wisdom have been featured on the Today Show, Better Homes
and Gardens, and Country Living. With decorating tips, fun family traditions, and
doable ways to make your home cozy in every season, Liz helps you create a beautiful
living space and a grateful heart all year long.
Liz Marie Galvan is a blogger, interior designer, and co-owner of the vintage home
decor boutique The Found Cottage. Each month, hundreds of thousands of readers
find design inspiration and DIY ideas at LizMarieBlog.com. Liz and her veteran
husband, Jose, live on an 1800s farmhouse in Michigan with their dogs, cats, sheep,
and rams. Learn more about their farmhouse renovation at their website, The White
Cottage Farm. Liz has been featured on the Today Show, in Better Homes and
Gardens and Country Living and has collaborated with Behr, Magnolia Home Paint,
Kilz, Home Depot, TJ Maxx/HomeGoods, Home Depot, GMC, and HGTV.
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Academic & Reflective
Honoring God by inspiring people, illuminating
truth, and transforming lives.
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Celebrate Recovery 30th Anniversary
by John Baker
June 2021

*CELEBRATE RECOVERY
HAS BEEN TRANSLATED
INTO OVER 30 LANGUAGES

CELEBRATE RECOVERY UPDATED LEADER’S GUIDE

A Recovery Program Based on Eight Principles from the Beatitudes

There is a way the church can help the wounded move beyond their hurts,
habits, and hang-ups to experience the forgiveness of Christ. Celebrate
Recovery helps the church fulfill its role as Christ’s healing agent. You
don’t have to lead alone. To lead people forward in spiritual, physical, and
emotional restoration is to walk in the footsteps of Christ. And that’s why
the Celebrate Recovery Leader’s Guide is so important.
$12.99
Softcover
304 pages
9780310131540

With everything you need to encourage lasting life-change, the leader’s guide is the best
way to facilitate Celebrate Recovery in your church and help people look forward to a whole
new future. Along with a willing heart, this leader’s guide is invaluable for leading men and
women forward in complete restoration and transformation through Christ.

CELEBRATE RECOVERY UPDATED PARTICIPANT’S GUIDE SETS
Vol. 1-4: The Journey Begins
Move beyond your hurts, habits, and hang-ups to experience the
forgiveness of Christ. The Journey Begins Participant Guides are
essential tools in the Celebrate Recovery program for your personal
recovery journey. These four guides by Pastor John Baker walk you
through the eight recovery principles, drawn from the Beatitudes, upon which the 12-step
Celebrate Recovery program is built.
$30.99
Softcover Set
9780310131564

Vol. 5-8: The Journey Continues
Upon completion of The Journey Begins, go deeper into the 12 steps with
$30.99
The Journey Continues, to cement your progress and prevent relapse. In
Softcover Set
the four participant’s guides in The Journey Continues Guide Set, Pastors 9780310131571
John and Johnny Baker help you continue and deepen your Celebrate
Recovery journey. They have found that by taking you through the eight recovery principles
a second time, after completing The Journey Begins, you are more likely to grow and
maintain momentum as you continue to move forward in your recovery.

Also Available:

CELEBRATE RECOVERY JOURNAL UPDATED EDITION
$14.99
Hardcover
256 pages
9780310136231

Celebrate Recovery is about breaking away from bad habits and forming healthy
habits. Keeping a daily journal is an important healthy habit to develop.

Specifically tied to the eight recovery principles of the Celebrate Recovery program,
the Celebrate Recovery Journal is specially designed to help you go through the
recovery process step-by-step.
The best way to know how we are growing in recovery is to keep a daily journal; a daily record of
our interaction with others, our feelings, our victories, and areas where we still need to improve. The
Celebrate Recovery Journal is the perfect companion to your Celebrate Recovery journey.

CELEBRATE RECOVERY 365 DAILY DEVOTIONAL

Healing from Hurts, Habits, and Hang-Ups

Are you on a recovery journey? Do you need a daily resource of hope to get you
through every day? The Celebrate Recovery 365 Daily Devotional includes brief
daily encouragement for the millions on the road to recovery from various hurts,
pain, or addiction of any kind. Through daily entries with scripture and prayer, you’ll
discover the key to long-term recovery. This year-long devotional will bring comfort
and encourage strength for each day and provide words of hope, courage, and triumph.
$19.99
Hardcover
384 pages
9780310458845
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30 DAYS TO GROWING IN YOUR FAITH
Enrich Your Life in 15 Minutes a Day
Max Anders

Grow in Your Faith. Grow Closer to God. Enrich Your Life.
Growing in your faith as a Christian will never be as easy as the snap of a finger, but
it doesn’t have to be as difficult as it often appears to be. Knowledge isn’t everything,
but everything rests on knowledge, and there is some information so vital to growing in
your faith that if you don’t know it, you can’t live the Christian life to its fullest.

August 3, 2021
$19.99
Softcover
320 pages
9780310116851
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Personal Growth

30 Days to Growing in Your Faith gives you insight into the basics of the Christian life
in a clear and understandable format. Organized in easily grasped daily units, it drives
the truth deeply into your mind and heart through repetition and responding, creating
a solid foundation for a lifetime of spiritual growth. You will cover important topics like:
• The Importance of Gratitude
• The Mystery of Prayer
• The Challenge of Living Like Who We Have Become
• The Role of Pain and Suffering
• The Challenge of Discerning God’s Will
• The Necessity of Mental Renewal
• The Importance of Scripture
• Spiritual Disciplines
• The Role of Trials
• The Power of Humility
Using the same format as the bestselling 30 Days to Understanding the Bible, this new
resource from Max Anders presents an A-to-Z overview of the essentials for growing in the Christian faith that will help enrich your whole life. Insightful, engaging, and
easy-to-use 30 Days to Growing in Your Faith balances classic Christian teaching with
innovative applications for today, equipping you to grow in your relationship with God.
Dr. Max Anders is the author of over 25 books, including the bestselling 30 Days to
Understanding the Bible, and is the creator and general editor of the 32-volume Holman
Bible Commentary series. He has taught on the college and seminary level and is a
veteran pastor. Max provides resources and discipleship strategies at maxanders.com
to help people grow spiritually.

TRANSFORMED STUDY GUIDE

God Gives Meaning and Mission
RT Phillips and Tim Phillips

God never designed us to just figure things out on our own. When Jesus came
to earth to start a revolution, he did so by gathering a small band of ordinary men
around him. These men had unique backgrounds, diverse occupations, and individual
personalities. Jesus orchestrated learning environments as they worked alongside
each other that changed them into the most powerful transformative community in
the history of the word. Together, they went from self-centered individuals to united
powerhouses.

February 16, 2021
$13.99
Softcover
80 pages
9780310131755
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Men’s Interests

The goal of the CORE studies is set men on a similar journey that will transform them
and their group into this type of community. Each study features five real-life stories of
men who have faced real-life challenges and discovered transformation, redemption,
restoration, purpose, and identity. These stories serve as a catalyst for men to start
being real about their own stories and realize they are not alone in the struggle. In
turn, this opens them up to getting the encouragement necessary to engage in life
proactively.
There has never been a more critical need to equip men with the tools to win the
battles over their hearts and futures. CORE gives them the ability to create spaces
where they can show up as they are without judgment, be open about their struggles,
and find freedom to discover who God says they are. They will be invited to step out of
shame and isolation and encouraged to step into their God-given purpose.
This study features an introduction from Jeremy Affeldt and stories from well-known
speakers on the topics of identity, transformation, brotherhood, choices, and renewal.
Designed for use with Transformed Video Study (sold separately).
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UNDERSTANDING SPIRITUAL WARFARE

A Comprehensive Guide
Sam Storms

The Bible frequently speaks of Satan and demons, and there is no mistaking the
teaching of Scripture on this one point: as there is a kingdom of God, so too is there
a kingdom of Satan. And the two are embroiled in open conflict. Yet many Christians
today are unaware of this battle and are woefully ill equipped to engage in the work of
spiritual warfare. Or they believe Satan and the demonic are part of a worldview that
has long since lost its usefulness and cogency.
Sam Storms believes we cannot so easily dispense with the multitude of biblical
assertions concerning the reality of Satan and his demonic hordes. The truth is that
believers in Jesus are likely to encounter on a daily basis men and women of all ages
who are sorely oppressed, tormented, and tempted by demonic powers. How do we
respond to these people? Is there help we can offer them?
April 27, 2021
$22.99
Softcover
336 pages
9780310120841
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Spiritual Warfare

The good news is that Jesus offers deliverance and freedom from the influence of the
enemy, and the resultant joy, peace, and spiritual flourishing that comes through the
victory of Jesus dying and rising again. Understanding Spiritual Warfare explains the
biblical teaching on spiritual warfare and also shares numerous personal accounts of
personal victories over the demonic, together with practical guidance on how you, too,
can extinguish the “flaming darts” (Eph. 6:16) of the “cosmic powers” and “spiritual
forces of evil” (Eph. 6:12) that so often bombard your life. Scattered throughout the
pages of this book are real-life testimonies of men and women who have experienced
deliverance from demonic oppression and now walk in the joy and freedom of inner
spiritual healing, and in the case of some, physical healing as well.
Understanding Spiritual Warfare is useful as a reference to address common
questions about spiritual warfare, but it also serves as a training manual for a ministry
of deliverance and inner healing. It is perfect for any individual or group who wants to
grow in their understanding of spiritual warfare today.
Sam Storms (PhD, University of Texas) is founder of Enjoying God Ministries, which
provides biblical and theological resources to the body of Christ. He is also the senior
pastor of Bridgeway Church in Oklahoma City and a former professor. Storms travels
both in the United States and abroad, speaking at churches and conferences. He is
the author of over thirty books including Practicing the Power, Understanding Spiritual
Gifts, and Understanding Spiritual Warfare.

BULLIES AND SAINTS

An Honest Look at the Good and Evil of Christian History
John Dickson
Is religion a pernicious force in the world? Does it poison everything? Would we be
better off without religion in general and Christianity in particular? Many skeptics
certainly think so.
John Dickson has spent much of the last ten years reflecting on these difficult
questions and on why so many doubters see Christianity as a major cause of harm
not blessing. The skeptics, he concludes, are right: even a cursory look at the history
of Christians reveals dark things therein--violence, bigotry, genocide, war, inquisition,
oppression, imperialism, racism, corruption, greed, power, abuse. For centuries and
even today, Christians have been among the worst bullies you could ever imagine.

May 11, 2021
$28.99
Jacketed Hardcover
352 pages
9780310118367
RELIGION / Christianity /
History

But these skeptics are only partly right: this is not what Christianity was meant to be.
When Christians do evil they are out of tune with the teachings of their Lord. Jesus
gave the world a beautiful melody--of love, grace, charity, humility, non-violence,
equality, human dignity--to which, tragically, his followers have more often than
not been tone-deaf. Denying the evils of church history does not do. John Dickson
gives an honest account of the mixed history of Christianity, the evil and the good.
He concedes the Christians’ complicity for centuries of bullying but also shows the
myriad ways the beautiful melody of Christ has enriched our world and the lives of
countless individuals. This book asks contemporary skeptics of religion to listen again
to the melody of Jesus, despite the discord produced by too many Christians through
history and today. It also leads contemporary believers into sober reflection on and
repentance for their own participation in the tragic inconsistencies of Christendom
and seeks to inspire them to live in tune with Christ.
John Dickson (PhD, Ancient History) is the author of more than a dozen books,
Rector of St Andrew’s Roseville, and a busy public speaker. He has hosted three TV
documentaries and is a regular media commentator. In 2007 he founded the Centre
for Public Christianity. A visiting academic in the department of Classics at Oxford
University for 2017-18, he lives in Sydney with his wife and three children.
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LIVING GOD’S WORD, 2ND EDITION

Discovering Our Place in the Great Story
of Scripture
J. Scott Duvall and J. Daniel Hays

* Also available:
Living God’s
Word Workbook
(9780310109143)

Living God’s Word is your pathway to read the Bible as it was meant to be read: as
God’s Great Story. Many Christians resolve to study the Bible more fervently, but often
struggle to grasp the progression of Scripture as a whole. They encounter various
passages each week through unrelated readings, studies, and sermons and it all feels
disconnected. But once they see the Bible as God’s Great Story, they begin to understand how it all fits together and they start see how their own lives fit into what God has
done and is doing in the world.
In Living God’s Word, Second Edition, New Testament scholar J. Scott Duvall and
Old Testament expert J. Daniel Hays help Christians consider how their lives can be
integrated into the story of the Bible, thus enabling them to live faithfully in deep and
June 1, 2021
important ways. Living God’s Word explores the entire Bible through broad themes
$34.99
that trace the progression of God’s redemptive plan. Each section deals with a certain
Printed Caseside Hardcover
portion of Scripture’s story and includes:
336 pages
• Reading/listening preparation
• Explanation
9780310109112
• Summary
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Old
• Observations about theological significance
Testament / Historical Books
• Connections to the Great Story
• Written assignments for further study
These features--combined with the authors’ engaging style--make Living God’s Word
an ideal book for those who want to understand the Bible better, for introductory college
courses, Sunday school electives, or small group study. Readers can further enhance
their learning experience with the Living God’s Word WORKBOOK (sold separately)
which contains additional questions and exercises to help them reflect on what they
are reading in Living God’s Word.
J. Scott Duvall (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is professor of
New Testament at Ouachita Baptist University. He is the coauthor with George H.
Guthrie of Biblical Greek Exegesis and with Terry G. Carter and J. Daniel Hays of the
textbook Preaching God’s Word.

SEVEN THINGS I WISH CHRISTIANS KNEW ABOUT
THE BIBLE

Michael F. Bird

Answers to the most common questions and misconceptions about the Bible
Seven Things I Wish Christians Knew about the Bible is a short and readable
introduction to the Bible--its origins, interpretation, truthfulness, and authority.

June 8, 2021
$17.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310538851
RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
History & Culture

Bible scholar, prolific author, and Anglican minister Michael Bird helps Christians
understand seven important “things” about this unique book:
1. how the Bible was put together;
2. what “inspiration” means;
3. how the Bible is true;
4. why the Bible needs to be rooted in history;
5. why literal interpretation is not always the best interpretation;
6. how the Bible gives us knowledge, faith, love, and hope; and
7. how Jesus Christ is the center of the Bible.
Seven Things presents clear and understandable evangelical account of the Bible’s
inspiration, canonization, significance, and relevance in a way that is irenic and
compelling. It is a must read for any serious Bible reader who desires an informed and
mature view of the Bible that will enrich their faith.
Michael F. Bird is Academic Dean and lecturer in theology at Ridley College in
Melbourne, Australia. He is the author of Jesus and the Origins of the Gentile Mission,
The Saving Righteousness of God, Evangelical Theology, Romans (Story of God Bible
Commentary Series), The Gospel of the Lord: How the Early Church Wrote the Story of
Jesus, and editor of The Apostle Paul: Four Views. He also runs a popular theological
studies blog called “Euangelion” and can be followed on twitter @mbird12.
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HOPE BEYOND AN EMPTY CRADLE

The Journey Toward Healing After Stillbirth, Miscarriage, and Child Loss
Hallie Scott
Tens of thousands of women and families every year lose a baby to miscarriage,
stillbirth, or infant death. The statistics are sobering--between 10% and 20% of
pregnancies end in miscarriage, 1% in stillbirth, and nearly 23,000 babies die before
their first birthday--but statistics alone miss the depth of the hurt. Each loss is personal
and devastating.
No woman is prepared to lose a baby, and caregivers are often unaware of how best
to help. In Hope Beyond an Empty Cradle therapist Hallie Scott first shares her own
story, as a mother whose only child, Abigail, was stillborn, and then leads readers
through a healing process that makes space for heartbreak, despair, guilt, questions,
and anger. Life is never the same in the wake of the loss, but a new normal is possible.

June 8, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
160 pages
9780310534143
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Death, Grief, Bereavement

The book will be a welcome resource for families who have lost a child, as well as for
those seeking to care for them in their traumatic grief.
Hallie Scott (MA, Azusa Pacific University) is a licensed marriage and family therapist
in private practice in Brea, California, and an adjunct professor at Azusa Pacific
University. She and her husband lost their only child, Abigail, to a stillbirth in 2009.

STILL TIME TO CARE

What We Can Learn from the Church’s Failed Attempt to Cure
Homosexuality
Greg Johnson
At the start of the gay rights movement in 1969, evangelicalism’s leading voices cast
a vision for gay people who turn to Jesus. It was C.S. Lewis, Billy Graham, Francis
Schaeffer and John Stott who were among the most respected leaders within theologically orthodox Protestantism. We see with them a positive pastoral approach toward
gay people, an approach that viewed homosexuality as a fallen condition experienced
by some Christians who needed care more than cure.

July 6, 2021
$25.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9780310116059
RELIGION / Christian Church /
History

With the birth and rise of the ex-gay movement, the focus shifted from care to cure. As
a result, there are an estimated 700,000 people alive today who underwent conversion
therapy in the United States alone. Many of these patients were treated by faith-based,
testimony-driven parachurch ministries centered on the ex-gay script. Despite the best
of intentions, the movement ended with very troubling results. Yet the ex-gay movement died not because it had the wrong sex ethic. It died because it was founded on a
practice that diminished the beauty of the gospel.
For orthodox Christians, the way forward is a path back to where we were forty years
ago. It is time again to focus with our Neo-Evangelical fathers on care--not cure--for
our non-straight sisters and brothers who are living lives of costly obedience to Jesus.
With warmth and humor as well as original research, Still Time to Care will chart the
path forward for our churches and ministries in providing care. It will provide guidance
for the gay person who hears the gospel and finds themselves smitten by the life-giving
call of Jesus. Woven throughout the book will be Richard Lovelace’s 1978 call for a
“double repentance” in which gay Christians repent of their homosexual sins and the
church repents of its homophobia--putting on display for all the power of the gospel.
Greg Johnson is Lead Pastor of historic Memorial Presbyterian Church (PCA) in St.
Louis, where he has served on pastoral staff since 2003. He holds a Ph.D. in Historical
Theology with a concentration in American religion from Saint Louis University and an
M.Div. from Covenant Theological Seminary. He is the author of The World According
to God: A Biblical View of Culture, Work, Science, Sex & Everything Else.
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BEYOND THE BATTLE

A Man’s Guide to His Identity in Christ in an Oversexualized World
Noah Filipiak
Tired of Trying Harder?
Most books on beating temptation teach men how to try harder, think better, and manage
their behavior into submission. The problem is, no matter how strong we are today, the
battle continues tomorrow. In Beyond the Battle, author and pastor Noah Filipiak shows
you why symptom-based behavior management approaches offer short-term solutions
and unpacks the key to gospel-centered, long-term victory, helping you win the war
against sin and temptation.

July 13, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310120124
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Men’s Interests

Beyond the Battle is an accessible, effective, go-to resource for individual or small group
use that brings freedom from sexual temptations and connects men deeply to Jesus.
All men have the common ground of facing some level of temptation or discontent-whether married or single--and this book guides them past this frustration and into
freedom. Filipiak addresses marriage, singleness, and sexual temptation in a culture
where 55% of married men and 70% of single men look at porn at least once a month
and over half of all marriages end in divorce.
Refreshingly different from other books that promise help in addressing sexual
temptation, Beyond the Battle turns typical “purity” strategies on their head by
addressing head-on our sense of self-entitlement and our self-seeking tendencies,
showing how the mercy of Jesus uniquely satisfies our unmet longings. As you read
and journey through the optional 43-day devotional included in the appendix, you will
experience a rich exposition of the Bible and the transforming power of Jesus. You’ll
discover the fullness of who you are in Christ and unpack how the mercy of the gospel
trumps our insecurities and transforms our lives.
Noah Filipiak is a pastor at Ada Bible Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Previously
he planted and pastored Crossroads Church in Lansing, Michigan for 13 years. He has
degrees from Cornerstone University and Grand Rapids Theological Seminary. He is
the host of The Flip Side Podcast and blogs at noahfilipiak.com.

CHURCH HISTORY IN PLAIN LANGUAGE

Fifth Edition
Bruce L. Shelley; Marshall Shelley, Revision Editor

Over 330,000 copies sold. This is the story of the church for today’s readers.

July 13, 2021
$34.99
Softcover
240 pages
9780310115960
RELIGION / Christian Church /
History

Bruce Shelley’s classic history of the church brings the story of global Christianity into
the twenty-first century. Like a skilled screenwriter, Shelley begins each chapter with
three elements: characters, setting, plot. Taking readers from the early centuries of
the church up through the modern era he tells his readers a story of actual people, in
a particular situation, taking action or being acted upon, provides a window into the
circumstances and historical context, and from there develops the story of a major
period or theme of Christian history. Covering recent events, this book also:
• Details the rapid growth of evangelical and Pentecostal Christianity in the southern
hemisphere
• Addresses the decline in traditional mainline denominations
• Examines the influence of technology on the spread of the gospel
• Discusses how Christianity intersects with other religions in countries all over the
world
For this fifth edition, Marshall Shelley brought together a team of historians, historical
theologians, and editors to revise and update this father’s classic text. The new edition
adds important stories of the development of Christianity in Asia, India, and Africa,
both in the early church as well as in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. It also
highlights the stories of women and non-Europeans who significantly influenced the
development of Christianity but whose contributions are often overlooked in previous
overviews of church history.
This concise book provides an easy-to-read guide to church history with intellectual
substance. The new edition of Church History in Plain Language promises to set a new
standard for readable church history.
Marshall Shelley is a vice preisdent of Christianity Today, and editor of Leadership
Journal. He is the author of a number of books, including Well-Inspired Dragons. He
and his family live in the Chicago suburbs.
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JAMES -- JEREMIAH BIBLE STUDY SERIES

The Relationship Between Faith and Works
Dr. David Jeremiah

The Jeremiah Bible Study Series captures Dr. David Jeremiah’s forty-plus years
of commitment in teaching the Word of God. In each study, he will help readers
understand what the Bible says, what it meant to the people at the time it was written,
and what it means to them today.

July 20, 2021
$12.99
Softcover
160 pages
9780310091806
RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
New Testament / General

Sections in each lesson include:
• Getting Started: An opening question to introduce readers to the lesson
• Setting the Stage: A short reflection to explain the context of the study
• Exploring the Text: The Scripture reading for the lesson with related study
questions
• Reviewing the Story: Questions to help readers identify key points in the reading
• Applying the Message: Questions to help readers apply the key ideas to their
lives
• Reflecting on the Meaning: A closing reflection on the key teachings in the lesson
Along the way, readers will gain insights into the text, identify key stories and themes,
and be challenged to apply the truths they find to their lives.
Dr. David Jeremiah serves as senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community
Church in El Cajon, California. He is the founder and host of Turning Point, a ministry
committed to providing Christians with sound Bible teaching relevant to today’s
changing times through radio and television, the Internet, live events, and resource
materials and books. A bestselling author, Dr. Jeremiah has written more than forty
books, including Agents of Babylon, Agents of the Apocalypse, Captured by Grace,
Living with Confidence in a Chaotic World, What in the World Is Going On?, The
Coming Economic Armageddon, God Loves You: He Always Has—He Always Will,
and What Are You Afraid Of?. A dedicated family man, Dr. Jeremiah and his wife,
Donna, have four grown children and twelve grandchildren.

ETHICS BEYOND RULES

How Christ’s Call to Love Informs Our Moral Choices
Keith D. Stanglin
In Ethics Beyond Rules Keith Stanglin offers a clear and accessible guide for
thoughtful Christians who want to lead ethical lives. Stanglin’s easy-to-understand
Christian ethical system doesn’t have a long list of rules to follow but instead bases
moral decision-making on Christian love.
Stanglin is concerned less with a comprehensive ethics and scholarly discourse
than with introducing everyone to important moral principles and modeling a way
to reason through concrete issues. This resource does not answer every ethical
question Christians face today, though it does provide examples such as abortion,
sexual ethics, consumerism, technology, and politics. Instead, Stanglin provides a
love-based framework for moral decisions that stands with the historic Christian faith,
giving Christians the tools to consider the moral problems of today and the foundation
to confront new issues in the years to come.
August 17, 2021
$26.99
Jacketed Hardcover
240 pages
9780310120902
RELIGION / Christian
Theology / Ethics

Keith D. Stanglin (PhD, Calvin Theological Seminary) is professor of scripture and
historical theology at the Austin Graduate School of Theology in Austin, Texas. He is
author of several books, including The Letter and Spirit of Biblical Interpretation, The
Reformation to the Modern Church, and Jacob Arminius: Theologian of Grace (with
Tom McCall).
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SUBVERSIVE WITNESS

Scripture’s Call to Leverage Privilege
Dominique DuBois Gilliard
While preparing the way for the Lord, John the Baptist declares, “Produce fruit in keeping
with repentance.” Many have failed to do this, in part, because repentance has become
diluted. Rather than turning away from sin we often equate repentance with a mere oral
confession. This domesticated, unbiblical understanding of repentance bears no fruit
and lacks the power to transform broken people, relationships, systems, and structures.
Our lack of repentance conforms us to the patterns of this world, keeping us content amid
sinful inequities, complicit with systemic injustice, and apathetic in oppressive context.
Privilege is a social consequence of our unwillingness to recon with and turn from
sin. Scripture affirms that privilege is real and declares that, rather than exploiting it
for selfish gain or feeling immobilized by it, Christians have an opportunity to steward
privilege and a responsibility to leverage it for the furtherance of the kingdom and the
good of our neighbors.
August 24, 2021
$24.99
Jacketed Hardcover
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In Subversive Witness, Dominique DuBois Gilliard will highlight biblical examples of
privileged people who understood this kingdom call. Their faithful witness serves as
a practical model for our modern context. This book will cast a new vision for faithful
participation in the inbreaking kingdom as co-laborers with Christ. It will lead the church
to grapple with privilege, indifference, and systemic sin in new ways, through canonically
elevating these issues.
Dominique uses Scripture to elucidate how privilege emerges from sin, is sustained by
our hardened hearts, and keeps us complicit with oppression. He demonstrates that
Christians can wield privilege as an instrument to pursue justice and further the Kingdom,
instead of denying its existence, or feeling incapacitated by it. Dominique illustrates how
the faithful witness of biblical leaders continue to shape modern believers who have
picked up the baton as drum majors for justice, embodying Scripture’s subversive call
to leverage, and at times forsake, privilege to sacrificially love our neighbors, enact
systemic change, and advance the kingdom of God.
Dominique DuBois Gilliard is the racial righteousness and reconciliation director for
the Evangelical Covenant Church in Chicago. He serves on the Christian Community
Development Association and Evangelicals for Justice boards of directors. An ordained
minister, Gilliard has served in pastoral ministry in Atlanta, Chicago, and Oakland.

FOR SHAME

Rediscovering the Virtues of a Maligned Emotion
Gregg Ten Elshof
Shame is bad. Too often it cripples and silences victims of other people’s shameful
behavior, and research has demonstrated clearly the damaging effects of shame on
our emotional wellbeing. In recent years a mini-industry of bestselling books, TED
Talks, and popular therapies has emerged to free people from deleterious shame.
And yet, a place for shame remains. Some behavior is shameful, and sometimes
we ought to be ashamed by wrongs we’ve committed. Eastern and Western cultures
alike have long seen a social benefit to shame, and it can rightly cultivate virtues both
public and personal. So what are we to make of shame?

August 31, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
160 pages
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Personal Growth

In For Shame, philosopher and author Gregg Ten Elshof examines this potent emotion
carefully, distinguishing between it, embarrassment, and guilt and carefully tracing the
positive role shame has played historically in contributing to a well-ordered society.
While casting off unhealthy shame is always a positive, Ten Elshof demonstrates the
surprising, sometimes unacknowledged ways in which healthy shame is as needed
as ever. On the other side of good shame, he argues, lie virtues such as decency,
self-respect, and dignity--virtues we desire but may not realize shame can grant.
So perhaps shame is good--or better put, a certain kind of shame can yield
unexpectedly good gifts.
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1, 2, 3, JOHN AND JUDE -- JEREMIAH BIBLE STUDY
SERIES
The Battle for Love and Truth
Dr. David Jeremiah

The Jeremiah Bible Study Series captures Dr. David Jeremiah’s forty-plus years
of commitment in teaching the Word of God. In each study, he will help readers
understand what the Bible says, what it meant to the people at the time it was written,
and what it means to them today.

September 14, 2021
$12.99
Softcover
160 pages
9780310091844
RELIGION / Biblical Studies /
New Testament / General

Sections in each lesson include:
• Getting Started: An opening question to introduce readers to the lesson
• Setting the Stage: A short reflection to explain the context of the study
• Exploring the Text: The Scripture reading for the lesson with related study
questions
• Reviewing the Story: Questions to help readers identify key points in the reading
• Applying the Message: Questions to help readers apply the key ideas to their
lives
• Reflecting on the Meaning: A closing reflection on the key teachings in the lesson
Along the way, readers will gain insights into the text, identify key stories and themes,
and be challenged to apply the truths they find to their lives.
Dr. David Jeremiah serves as senior pastor of Shadow Mountain Community
Church in El Cajon, California. He is the founder and host of Turning Point, a ministry
committed to providing Christians with sound Bible teaching relevant to today’s
changing times through radio and television, the Internet, live events, and resource
materials and books. A bestselling author, Dr. Jeremiah has written more than forty
books, including Agents of Babylon, Agents of the Apocalypse, Captured by Grace,
Living with Confidence in a Chaotic World, What in the World Is Going On?, The
Coming Economic Armageddon, God Loves You: He Always Has—He Always Will,
and What Are You Afraid Of?. A dedicated family man, Dr. Jeremiah and his wife,
Donna, have four grown children and twelve grandchildren.

WHY I TRUST THE BIBLE

Answers to Real Questions and Doubts People Have about the Bible
William D. Mounce
A Clear Guide to Help Readers Understand Why They Can Trust the Bible
We are often told we can no longer assume that the Bible is trustworthy. From social
media memes to popular scholarship, so many attacks have been launched on the
believability of Scripture many have serious questions about the Bible, such as:
• Did Jesus actually live?
• Did the biblical writers invent their message?
• How can we trust the gospels since they were written so long after Jesus lived?
• How can we believe a Bible that is full of internal contradictions with itself and
external contradictions with science?
• Doesn’t archaeology disprove the Bible?
• Why should we believe the books that are in the Bible, since many good ones
were left out, like the Gospel of Thomas?
• Why trust the Bible when there are so many contradictory translations of it?
September 14, 2021
$18.99
Softcover
224 pages
9780310109945
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism &
Interpretation / New Testament

If you find yourself unable to answer questions such as these, but wanting to, Why
I Trust the Bible by eminent Bible scholar and translator William Mounce is for you.
These questions and more are discussed and answered in a reasoned, definitive, and
winsome way.
The truth is that the Bible is better attested and more defensible today than it ever
has been. Questions about the Bible are perhaps the most significant challenge
confronting Christian faith today, but they can be answered well and in a way which
will lead to a deeper appreciation for the truth and ongoing relevance of the Bible.
William D Mounce (PhD, Aberdeen University) lives as a writer in Washougal, Washington. He is the President of BiblicalTraining.org, a non-profit organization offering
world-class educational resources for discipleship in the local church. Formerly he
was a preaching pastor, and prior to that a professor of New Testament and director
of the Greek Program at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary. He is the author of
the bestselling Greek textbook, Basics of Biblical Greek, and many other resources.
He was the New Testament chair of the English Standard Version translation of the
Bible, and is serving on the NIV translation committee.
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DEEP PEACE

Finding Calm in a World of Conflict and Anxiety
Bishop Todd Hunter
We live in a fearful, anxiety-driven age where the problems and challenges of the
world, which come to us daily by news feed, far outstrip our abilities to respond. This
sense of desperation leads to discord and violence: from bitter, cutting remarks to
the atrocities of war; from pervasive racism to knee-jerk micro-aggressions. And it
contributes to our current, peace-bankrupt social discourse, leading to patterns of
dismissing, dividing from, condemning, or hating people. Conversation partners are
no longer wrong or misinformed, they are evil: dehumanized and made objects of
ridicule.
But what if the root of these problems is not found out there, in my dumb, evil friend,
family member or colleague at work, but in here--in my mind, heart, thought-life, and
emotions, in my own desire to win at all costs.

September 21, 2021
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Softcover
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In Deep Peace, Todd Hunter analyzes the anxiety and desperation of our current
moment and leads readers to receive the peace of Jesus and experience the deep
wholeness that comes from the peace of God. He articulates a biblical framework for
peace and provides practices to help Christians value and seek peace, becoming
people of peace in ordinary life. Hunter reveals the heart issues from which these
problems arise and introduces spiritual practices for becoming different sorts of
people and different kinds of communities.
Todd Hunter is a bishop for The Anglican Mission in the Americas and is the founding
pastor of Holy Trinity Anglican Church in Costa Mesa, CA. He is an adjunct professor
at several seminaries and the author of Christianity Beyond Belief, Giving Church
a Second Chance, The Outsider Interviews, and The Accidental Anglican. Todd is
also the founding director of Churches for the Sake of Others, a West Coast church
planting initiative, and a past president of Alpha USA and the Association of Vineyard
Churches. Todd also founded Three is Enough , a small-group movement that makes
spiritual formation doable.

WHY IS THERE SUFFERING?

Pick Your Own Theological Expedition
Bethany N. Sollereder

Take a Unique Adventure as You Explore Questions about God, Suffering, Evil, Pain,
and Final Destiny
Be engaged, enlightened, and surprised by this unique book on suffering that gives
control to the reader. Similar to novels that allow readers to choose their own “paths,”
Why Is There Suffering? by Bethany Sollereder invites readers to make choices that
lead them on an exploration of theological possibilities about topics like:
• God’s existence
• God’s nature
• The nature of suffering
• Evil
• Pain
• The final destiny of humans and animals
November 2, 2021
$16.99
Softcover
144 pages
9780310109020
RELIGION / Christian
Theology / Apologetics

Readers will face multiple possibilities regarding suffering and its theological
explanations and have to make choices about which one they find most plausible.
Each decision will lead to further complexities and new choices, helping readers
see how theological choices lead to certain conclusions. This book does not offer
final answers. Instead, it introduces the “theological” possibilities, both Christian and
non-Christian, that readers can explore and wrestle with so they can make informed
decisions about their beliefs.
Taking an intentionally light-hearted approach to a heavy topic this accessible and
winsome book presents an unusually helpful introduction to the problem of suffering
and the most commonly offered responses to it. Suggestions for further reading are
provided with each choice.
Bethany Sollereder (PhD, University of Exeter) is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Oxford. The author of God, Evolution, and Animal Suffering, she writes regularly for journals and popular publications including Christian Century and BioLogos.org.
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BELIEVING PHILOSOPHY

A Guide to Becoming a Christian Philosopher
Dolores G. Morris
Philosophy has been a part of Christianity since its earliest days, and theistic philosophy
predates Christianity by thousands of years. But Christians today often don’t realize
or are skeptical about what all that philosophy can offer them. Believing Philosophy
introduces Christians to philosophy and the tools it offers believers, helping them
understand, articulate, and defend their faith in an age of unbelief.
In Part 1 of the book, author Dolores G. Morris explains why Christians should read
and study philosophy. She begins with a helpful historical overview of Christian
philosophy from the church fathers to contemporary philosophers and then introduces
the basic resources of philosophical reasoning: the role and aim of reason, distinctions
between truth and reason and provability, and learning to read like a philosopher.
These chapters address three foundational questions: What is philosophy? Why
should a Christian study philosophy? How should a Christian study philosophy?
November 23, 2021
$24.99
Printed Caseside Hardcover
240 pages
9780310109525
RELIGION / Philosophy

In Part 2, Morris introduces students to philosophical arguments and questions
relevant to Christians. She presents arguments by three key branches of philosophy:
metaphysics, epistemology, and practical philosophy. Building on concepts introduced
in Part 1, she explains what philosophical arguments are and how they ought to be
evaluated from a philosophical and Christian perspective. The following chapters
examine specific questions most pressing for Christians today: The problem of evil;
Rationality and faith; Free will; Skeptical theism; The moral argument for the existence
of God; and Reformed epistemology
Each chapter introduces the problem, explains Christian responses, discusses the
strengths and weaknesses of each response, and leaves the final verdict to the
reader. Finally, each chapter concludes with a list of recommended further readings.
Dolores G. Morris (PhD, University of Notre Dame) is an instructor of philosophy at the
University of South Florida. Her current research and teaching focuses on the mindbody problem, the implications of Hempel’s Dilemma for contemporary physicalism,
philosophy of religion, early analytic philosophy, and philosophy of action.
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Russian
Nova Littera Ltd.
Sergei Cheredov
Serafimovicha Street, 2, P.O. Box 11
119072 Moscow Russia
Tel: 7495 959 0878
Email: pravaru@gmail.com

Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian, & Swedish
MO Literary
Monique Oosterhof
Spechstraat 72
1021 VW Amsterdam The Netherlands
Tel: 31 020 6325810
E-mail: mo@moliterary.nl

Spanish & Portuguese
Silvia Bastos, S.L. Agencia literaria
Pau Centellas
c/o Bailén 86, 3º 2ª
08009 Barcelona Spain
Tel: 011 932 65 41 65
Email: paucentellas@silviabastos.com

Indonesian, Thai & Vietnamese
Maxima Creative Agency
Santo Manurung
Beryl Timur No.41
Gading Serpong –Tangerang 15810 Indonesia
Tel: 62-21-5421 7768
E-mail: santo@maximacreativeliterary.com

Turkish
Akcali Agency
Atilla Turgut
Bahariye Cad. 8/9-10,
34714 Kadikoy – Istanbul Turkey
Tel: +90 216 338 87 71
Email: atilla@akcalicopyright.com

Japanese
Tuttle-Mori Agency
Fumika Ogihara
Kanda Jimbocho Bldg., 4F
2-17 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo Japan 101-0051
Tel: 81.3.3230.4081
E-mail: fumika-ogihara@tuttlemori.com
Korean for HarperCollins Christian
rMaeng2
Hosung Maeng
Parco #1031, 1700 Dongil-ro, Nowon-ku
Seoul 01624 Republic of Korea
Tel: 82.2.535.8265
Email: hosung.maeng@rmaeng2.com
Korean for HarperCollins Leadership Only
Imprima Korea Agency
Terry Kim
4F, GNC Media B/D, 156-4 Donggyo-ro
Mapo-gu, Seoul 04031 Republic of Korea
Tel: 82.2.325.9155
Email: terrykim@imprima.co.kr

All Other Languages
Rob Downs, Sr. Director, Licensing
Email: robert.downs@harpercollins.com
Margo Bradley, Sr. Manager, Subsidiary Rights
Email: margo.bradley@harpercollins.com
Charlie Robinson, Subsidiary Rights Manager
Email: charlie.robinson@harpercollins.com
Alison McEmber, Subsidiary Rights Manager
Email: alison.mcember@harpercollins.com
Erin Gonzales, Subsidiary Rights Manager
Email: erin.gonzales@harpercollins.com
P.O. Box 141000
Nashville, TN 37214
Fax: 615.883.9376
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